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As I write this, summer is in full swing with the first tomatoes in our garden ripening. By the time you read this,
our kitchen will be full of ripe tomatoes, and we’ll be making sauce and eating them sliced in salads with avocados.
We cherish our Vermont summers, which always pass by
quickly. This summer, I’ve been swimming most mornings
with my friend Julie, and I love the calm that comes with
moving and breathing rhythmically. I’m not fast, but together we try and go a little further each day. It’s a great
way to start the day! I hope you are finding moments of
focus and intention during this extraordinary time.
If you’re my neck of the woods, join us for a swim!
As you open our catalog, you’ll notice that we’re drawing
extra attention to family-owned businesses. Isabella is
a family-owned business too, with a dedicated team of
smart, fun women making this all possible. If we didn’t
work together, my sense is we would still be friends,
and, for me, this makes us family in a broader sense.
On Friday mornings now, we take a walk, and you can see
us together, but far enough apart, below! We’re looking
forward to the seasons turning and watching the foliage
change in the coming weeks.
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Wishing you a wonderful start of a new season, from our
family to yours.
Susan and the Isabella family

friendly kitchen creatures, pg. 9

ISABELLA HIGHLIGHT

Family-Owned
We're focusing on family-run businesses this time of
year because we're approaching the most family-oriented holiday of the year - Thanksgiving! Small businesses involve a lot of hard work, so having a family
circle to rely on for helping hands can make all the
difference. Look for the family symbol to find all our
favorite products from family-owned businesses!

the comforts of a fall home
MADE IN THE USA

On Our Cover: Angel of Peace and Seasons Greetings Cardinals, page 16.

FAMILY-OWNED

shop inside and online at isabellacatalog.com
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kitchen

BAKING

kitchen

made easy

Bring fun, creativity, and simplicity to everyday baking.

b
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Bamboo Nesting Bowls

Peace Dove Bread Warmer & Basket
The basket is handwoven from kaisa grass by women in a fair trade artisan
group. The cooperative works to provide education, tools, and resources
to improve women's lives. The set is both beautiful and functional. To use
simply heat the stone in the oven then carefully place it in the basket and
add your towel and bread. (11" diam.)
B42946 $28.95

Aesthetically pleasing and eco-friendly, these colorful bowls will make anyone's kitchen pop! They're dishwasher-safe, BPA-free and made of sustainably grown bamboo. These bowls are durable yet very lightweight.
All seven bowls weigh less than 5 pounds together! Packaged in a beautiful
craft box, they make a quality gift for yourself or a friend. The largest bowl is
11" diam, holding 5.75 quarts. Set of 7.
B41649 Bamboo Nesting Bowls
$ 79.95
B42450 Bamboo Measuring Spoons $9.95

Easy as Pie
a. B41767
b. B43783
c. B43050
d. B41757

Silicone Pie Shield 		
Pastry Guide
			
Pastry Stamp & Crimper
Lattice Cutter
		

$9.95
$14.95
$9.95
$12.95

Making pies or quiches from scratch is a therapeutic process with rewarding results, but it's usually no easy feat. These handy tools are here to help to make baking fun and easy. Prevent your crusts from burning with the Silicone Pie Shield, cut
perfect pie circles with the Pastry Guide, make striking patterns to embellish the
edge of your crusts with the Pastry Stamp & Crimper, and cut even lattice strips
with the Lattice Cutter. All tools are dishwasher safe, making cleanup a breeze!

Oven Squirrel

Non-Stick Dough Rolling System

Nuts! Another burn? You should've let the Oven Squirrel do the work! Pull oven
racks out with the ears and push them in with the paws. Now baking can be fun
and safe for everyone, even your budding little bakers. Each squirrel is handcrafted out of a solid piece of wood, making each one unique. There's even a
small slit at the mouth to help you hold your recipe. Traditionally, the squirrel
represents friendship. You'll surely make new friends when you and your nutty
squirrel become the best bakers in town. (9.5" long)
B7372 $25.95

Whether you're making cookies, pies, or pizza, this dough mat will help
you do it faster, easier, and without all the mess. Place your dough on one
side of the flexible silicone pastry mat, fold the other side over it and roll
away. The non-slide, non-stick surface keeps it in place on the counter.
Six multi-purpose size guides mean you get the perfect size dough
every time. You can also store your dough in the mat and refrigerate until
ready to use. And clean up? A breeze! (17.5" by 32")
B36082 $49.95

Mini Pie-Making Set
Everything you need to create perfect little pies! This six-piece mini pie
set includes not only four non-stick mini pie pans, but also two pie top
crust cutters; a traditional lattice top for any pie, sweet or savory (pot pies
anyone?) and a fun apple top cutter, adorable on your fruit pies. Pans
are 5" in diameter and nest into each other, making them easy to store.
B43301 $22.95

.

Decorative Pie Crust Cutters
new These special pie or cookie dough cutters make it easy to create pro-

fessional decorations in no time at all. Use the four different shapes to beautify
a pie or use them as cookie cutters for a gorgeous plate of petit cookies.
B43708 $14.95

Easy-Grip Pie Server
Slice and serve pies and cakes confidently using this easy-grip server. The
robust, non-slip handle is slightly rounded with a divot for your index finger on both sides, making it perfect for ergonomic use with either hand.
Dishwasher safe. (10" long)
B43300 $12.95
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Perfect Pie Blender
Perfect pastry in 60 seconds! With a brilliant blade design and comfortable handle, you will be ready for a baking frenzy with this pastry blender.
No need to pre-cube butter or premix dry ingredients. Make pie crust, biscuits or streusel without the hassle of cleaning the butter out of the blades
repeatedly. Dishwasher safe. (5.5" tall)
B43045 $18.95

.

Gathering Apron
new This is an unusual but handy apron! When we first discovered it,

we wondered, why hadn't we seen anything like this before? Perfect for
harvesting veggies or flowers from your garden while keeping both hands
free to pick! The sturdy fabric will serve you well for years to come.
B43747 $39.95

Pie Crust Crimper
Add an edge of perfection to your beautiful double crust pie with this easy-to-use
pastry decorating wheel. Just run it around the edge of your pie before popping
it in the oven for an artistic twist. You won't want to be without this kitchen gadget
during the holiday season. Dishwasher safe.
B41756 $12.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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giving

entertaining

THANKS

Celebrate your blessings with family and friends over a special meal.

A Family's Place Plaque
Let this charming plaque welcome guests into your home with with a
sweet message of love, comfort, and support. It perfectly emphasizes
the qualities that make a house a home. (4.5" by 7")
B43518 $29.95

.

Mandala Recipe Stand
new Investing in small-scale Indian artists and community development is

easy when their products are this beautiful and functional. Whether you use
it to hold a cookbook or a tablet, the sustainably-harvested mango wood
features hand-etched and whitewashed mandala motifs that will complement any decor. (10.5" tall)
B43728 $54.95

Ceramic Brie Baker
Serve up restaurant quality, sweet or savory baked brie at your next dinner
party and you'll have your guests talking for weeks. Simply place a wheel
of soft cheese into the ceramic dish, set additional ingredients on top like
honey, nuts or your favorite jam then bake for 15 minutes. Voila! Serve with
the included acacia wood spreader for a touch of rustic elegance. (7.25" sq.)
B43121 $27.95

.

.

Tree of Life Trivet
new Made of Sheesham wood by artisans in India, this beautiful trivet

adds a warm accent to your dining room table decor. Use it as a traditional
trivet or hang it on a wall as an artpiece. Certified Fair Trade. (7.5" diam)
B43203 $19.95

House Blessings
new Having a safe

Grateful For You Blessing Bracelet

space where
family and friends can come for comfort is such a privilege and a blessing,
and this book is the perfect reminder
of that. It will help you express gratitude for your home with a collection
of interfaith prayers, poems, and
toasts. With 112 different pieces,
there's something for every occasion,
making it the perfect housewarming
or wedding gift.
B43676 $16.95

Give this bracelet as a reminder that their life means something; it
means something to you, it means something to God, and it also means
something to the world. The world is better because they are in it.
Each bracelet comes on a special card that has a space to be personalized. Black and metallic silver, handwoven in Medjugorje with a
Benedictine Cross Medal from Italy. Adjustable. One Size Fits Most.
B43267 $24.95

.

Easy Peasy Corn Cob Stripper
new Fresh corn is such a treat, and it's an essential element of many family
favorite recipes. This tool allows you to quickly strip fresh or cooked corn off
the cob so you can use it in salads, soups, salsas, more!
B43561 $12.95

.

Collapsible Ergonomic Masher
new This heavy-duty, stainless steel masher has a

.

The Ultimate Fruit and Veggie Peeler
new A good peeler is a kitchen essential, and the swiveling top

on this one will quickly make it your favorite.This feature is perfect
for any peeling situation you may find yourself in. (6.25" long)
B43487 $12.95

sturdy ergonomic BPA free handle that makes mashing anything quick, effortless, and efficient. Best of
all, no more jammed drawers with the collapsible,
quick flip feature that allows the masher to fold flat
for storage. Dishwasher safe. (11")
B43785 $18.95

Everything Rub

Peace To All Who Enter Door Plaque
Welcome guests into your home with this solid bronze plaque. All will
know that they are entering a calm and harmonious place. A wonderful
housewarming gift that's ready to hang! Made in Germany. (6" long)
B11403 $57.95
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Silicone Roasting Wreath
new Goodbye, cumbersome roasting rack! Now you can roast in any

pan with this non-stick, silicone roasting wreath. With a flexible stainless
steel wire inside, you simply shape your roasting wreath to fit in your pan
and place your bird or roast on top, allowing air to circulate for more even
cooking. Plus, your meat stays out of the greasy fat in the bottom of the
pan! Each attractive wreath is non-scratch and dishwasher safe for easy
clean-up. Each wreath is 25" long when straightened out.
B43270 $27.95

.

Chili Herb Infuser
new Infuse stews, sauces, and stocks with all

the flavors you desire. This little chili pepper is
perfect for peppercorns, bay leaves, and other
herbs you want to taste, but don't want to pick
out of your teeth! (5.5" long)
B43765 $15.95

When we say everything, we mean
it. From scrambled eggs to chicken
breasts, add a slightly smoky and savory
flavor to any recipe that needs a kick.
These spices went through a flash-heating process for sterilization and are
packed in air-tight, light-blocking tins.
They have no preservatives, are non-irradiated and chemical-free. (4 oz)
B15067 $12.95
888-481-6745
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your modern
b

a

KITCHEN

kitchen

Not only will these finds help you create a fun, functional,
and eco-friendly kitchen, they also make unique, thoughtful
gifts for any cook you want to impress.

d

c

.

Squirrel Royale Tea Towel
new Invite these adorable, gift-bear-

ing squirrels into your home! Let nature
be the backdrop for your next teatime Friendly Hedgehog Appetizer Server
or simply hang at the center of your
new Create an adorable display for fruits, cheese, olives, and more with
kitchen and let this unique artwork this unique toothpick holder. The sweet little hedgehog can hold 21 toothshine. (21" x 28")
picks-worth of snacks. Or you can store up to 50 empty toothpicks in the cenB43778 $15.95
ter. This little guy is also a great way to encourage kids to help in the kitchen!
B43707 $12.95

.

.

Pears, Apples & Pinecones Wreath
new Enliven your home for fall by adding

.

Autumn Flowers Place Setting
new Just because it's convenient doesn't mean it can't also be beautiful! These

paper plates and napkins feature a bunch of fall flowers or a solid autumn red trim
that will elevate any tea party, birthday, or holiday gathering with a beautiful autumn place setting. The decadent cutlery set adds the finishing touch to the setup,
all while making clean up a breeze.
a. B43790 Autumn Flowers Napkins - 20 sheets
$7.95
b. B43322 Autumn Red Linen Paper Plates - Set of 8 $8.95
c. B43787 Autumn Flowers Dessert Plate - Set of 8 $4.95
b. B43120 Decadent Cutlery Set - Set of 6
$14.95

.

Brass Taper Holder
new Brighten your room

with the smooth,
elegant curves of this Brass Taper Holder. Might
we suggest using them to display our holiday
Hand-Dipped Bayberry Tapers. (10" tall)
B43651 Brass Taper Holder 					 $37.95
B12599 Hand-Dipped Bayberry Tapers $16.95

a touch of woodlands
foliage to your entryway, front door, dining table, or patio. Tender
fruit pokes through fallen leaves studded with pinecones in a lush and
textured circle. (14" diam.)
B43789 $34.95

Woodland Animal Dish
Cloths - Set of 2
One of Europe's best kept housekeeping secrets, these dishcloths
can absorb an astounding 16x
their weight. You'll be amazed by
how much you can save on paper
towels! Toss them in the washing
machine or dishwasher to clean.
You'll never want to be without one
of these cloths again! Set of two.
Made in Sweden. (8"x7")
B43370 $15.95

Fir Incense with Pinecone Burner
Fill your house with the crisp, wintry smell of a Balsam wood! Made by a
small family business in Maine, this incense is created with Maine-grown
Balsam firs. The pinecone burner is made from an original carving making it a charming little gift. Comes boxed with 12 incense sticks.
B43128 $12.95

a

b

.

Rhino Knife Sharpener
new Keep all your knives shiny and sharp with the help of this little rhino.
This adorable, easy to use knife sharpener will add some personality to your
kitchen and precision to your slicing and dicing. (3.5" long)
B43762 $19.95

.

Beary Grater
new Carrots and cheese have met their match with this fearsome beast! Barry

the Bear is sure to be your cutest new kitchen tool. This grater is adorable and
functional. Everything you grate goes straight into Barry's big belly, cutting down
on the mess you always get when grating up cheese or vegetables. (5" tall)
B43761 $19.95

c

.

Fall Harvest Towel & Potholder Giftset
new A gift set of two 100% cotton flour sack towels and matching pot hold-

er that brings the joys of fall harvest right into your home. The kitchen towels
(24" by 38") are soft, lint-free, quick-absorbing, and fast drying and the potholders (7.5" square) have heat proof backing, making them not only beautiful but
functional gift items.
B43677 $28.95
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Honey & Clover Hosting
new Host in style with these super-soft, triple-ply hostess napkins

and generously sized (17.8 fl oz.) foaming hand soap with luxurious
shea butter and aloe vera. The Honey & Clover design is so sweet
you can almost taste the floral honey. The Woven Basket adds the
sophisticated touch that brings it all home.
a. B43524 Honey & Clover Soap		
$14.95
b. B43525 Honey & Clover Napkins - 15 Sheets
$9.95
c. B43786 Woven Napkin Basket
		
$18.95
d. B43826 Full Hosting Set of Soap, Napkins, & Basket $39.95

.

.

Woodland Pot Guards
Nessie Noodle Server
new These little pot guard critters are the perfect way to let off some new There's been a Nessie sighting in your pasta bowl! This standing spa-

steam in the kitchen. Place the adorable wooden hedgehog or squirrel on
the rim of your pot to prevent the water from boiling over. Heating water
has never been so easy or cute! Set of 2.
B43821 $15.95

ghetti serving spoon is more fun than the rest. Kids love serving themselves with
this adorable accessory, and you will too! Seeing the curious little head popping
up out of your pasta will quickly put a smile on your face. (11.5" tall)
B43763 $18.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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autumn harvest

Eggciting Penguins
Chilly Mama
Bad odors flow in and fresh air flows out! Just fill Chilly Mama with baking soda, place her in the fridge, and she'll keep things fresh for months!
There's even an indicator to tell you when it's time to replace the baking
soda, so your fridge will always be fresh. Dishwasher safe. (5.75" tall)
B42054 $13.95

Eggs are always an easy go to for appetizers or simple meals, and this holder
is the cutest way to store and boil them! Holds six eggs and can go right from
the fridge, to boiling water, to an ice bath. (5.75" tall)
B43493 $18.95

Food Huggers - Set of 5

bright berry

fresh greens

Quit using plastic wrap and bags to store the unused portions of fruits
and veggies. These food huggers are easier and more eco-friendly!
Made of food-safe BPA-free silicone, the varying sizes fit everything from
half a grapefruit or a bell pepper to a lime or banana. Includes 5 sizes.
autumn
harvestHarvest, Bright Berry or Fresh Greens.
Choice
of Autumn
B42088 $14.95

All-Natural Food Wrap - Set of 3
Use less plastic wrap! These beeswax saturated pieces of organic muslin
keep food fresh and are great for packing sandwiches, storing bread or
covering bowls. This clover-patterned food wrap includes a small (8" x 7"),
medium (11" x 10"), and large (14" x 13"). Made in the USA.
B40059 $22.95

.

Singing Egg Timer
new If you enjoy boiled eggs, this egg timer is for you! Simply put it in the

Angry Mama Microwave Cleaner
Uh, oh. Somebody forgot to clean the microwave, and mama is not happy
about it! The Angry Mama microwave cleaner is an ingenious tool to make
cleanup easier than ever. Just open her up, add vinegar and water and
pop her in the microwave for 7 minutes so she can let off some steam!
Choice of Red or Yellow. (6" tall)
B40021 $12.95

pot with your eggs, and it will play three different tunes; the first will let you
know your egg is soft boiled, the second medium, and the third when it's perfectly hard-boiled. Just remove your eggs when you hear the right song! Store
in the fridge with your real eggs! Made in Germany but sings American classics that'll make you smile. Choice of Classic (Oh Susana, Take Me Out to the
Ballgame, and Hail, Hail The Gang's All Here), Patriotic (Amazing Grace, Star
Spangled Banner, and America, the Beautiful), or 70s Boogie (Kung Fu Fighting, YMCA, It's a Heartache).
B43808 Classic
$24.95
B43808 70s Boogie $24.95
B43650 Patriotic
$24.95

Hard Boiled Egg Peeler
Peeling hardboiled eggs isn't always the most
satisfying job. But this little container will make
it easier! Simply place a cooled, hardboiled egg
into the container with a little water, snap the
lid on and shake up and down about 10 times.
You'll hear the sound change and be able to tell
when it's ready! Then snap off the lid, remove
the egg and the peel should slide off easily.
Time to make deviled eggs! (3.75" tall)
B43404 $16.95

.

Gracula
new Vampires and garlic don't usually mix, until now. Just add your peeled

cloves, and a few twists of this spooky little tool will give you perfectly crushed
garlic in no time. (3.75" tall)
B43764 Gracula 		
$18.95
B26491 Original Garlic Twist $19.95
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Butter Hugger
Cheese Storage Bags
Keep your cheese fresh and flavorful much longer with these ingenious
bags. While they may look like sandwich paper, they are much different.
This unique material allows the cheese to breathe while maintaining
optimum humidity. They are even reusable as long as you are storing the
same type of cheese. Includes 15 bags.
B43165 $9.95

Herbsaver
Keep your favorite herbs fresh for up to three weeks with
this handy container that fits in the refrigerator. The airtight
seal won't absorb fridge odors, making sure your herbs' flavors stay pure. Dishwasher safe. (9" tall)
B43468 $19.95

.

Jar Opener
new Eliminate

Egg Recipe Book
Need some creative new ideas for how to use all those
eggs in the house? This innovative cookbook provides
just that. It even offers ideas on how to elevate classic
recipes you've been making for years. By Ian Knauer,
former editor at Gourmet, paperback, 48 pages.
B43501 $14.95

Cover an open stick of butter with the dishwasher safe, BPA-free Butter Hugger. It will save you time, space and plastic wrap! (1.75" square)
B43387 $6.95

.

Pickle Fork
new Do yourself a favor and ensure easy access to your favorite fridge

snacks. This is the tool you didn't know you needed. Just attach the fork
holder to any size jar, and you'll have no trouble dishing out those delicious pickles, olives, peppers, or whatever snack you're craving!
B43565 $9.95

clutter in your kitchen
drawers with the slim design of this jar
opener. It gives you a little extra leverage
when a jar is being stubborn, or the lid is
too large to get a good grip!
B43563 $19.95

888-481-6745

isabellacatalog.com
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Dragonfly Trivet
For a special occasion or family-style meal, don't just throw down any old
pot-holder to protect your table surface. Place your piping hot, home-cooked
dishes on this gorgeous pottery trivet instead. It's a functional piece of art!
The underside is lined with rubber for further table protection and slippage
prevention. Handcrafted in the USA with glaze and clay made from scratch.
(7" sq. 1" tall)
B43472 $32.95

.

Floral Pitcher
new Featuring

stunning watercolor designs by artist Arin Guthe,
this pitcher is perfect for stirring up a refreshing drink. The floral paintings are a lovely mix of vintage and modern and will look lovely on the
table filled with fresh lemonade. (11" tall)
B43644 $54.95

Compost Keeper
Need some encouragement to compost? This lovely ceramic jar is just what
you're looking for. The lid is specifically designed to help prevent any odor.
The compost keeper has a capacity of one gallon, perfect for all your organic castoffs from the week. The sturdy handle is perfect for when it's time to
take your compost outside. Includes charcoal odor preventing filter in lid
that will diligently work for up to 6 months. (10" tall)
B43458 Compost Keeper
$42.95
B43466 Replacement Charcoal Filter $7.95

by a husband and wife team, each of
these ceramic tumblers is skillfully painted in a delicate lavender motif. Matches
beautifully with our lavender soap dish
set (B43010). Place one in each washroom
to hold a toothbrush or use it as a drinking vessel. Isabella catalog exclusive.
Limited quantities. 4" tall
B43243 $29.95 $24

Handmade in Poland, this ceramic spoon rest is a beautiful way to keep your
countertops clean and neat. Each piece is hand-painted in a rose and blueberry motif using time-honored traditions. They hold everything from tasting and
mixing spoons, to ladles and spatulas. (5.5" long)
B43238 $24.95

Trash Can Odor Remover
Say goodbye to trash odor without
harsh chemicals or synthetic fragrances!
Simply use the attached velcro system
to stick one of these activated charcoal
pouches to the top of your trash can,
and odors are trapped in the millions of
micropores inside! Simply unstick it and
put it in the sunlight once in a while to recharge! Natural and Non-Toxic. (5" long)
B43274 $12.95

Wine Signs

Here's a neat idea - a set of silicone reusable straws with a very clever way
to clean them after use. Comes with 5 straws, cleaning squeegees for easy
cleaning, and 2 silicone pouches for taking straws on the go! Odor/taste
free, platinum-grade silicone straws are safe for hot and cold drinks and
dishwasher safe.
B43825 $14.95
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of 3 nested
bamboo food containers. The singing birds accented with colorful foliage
will make putting away leftovers easy! Made from an organic bamboo material, this set is non-toxic, earth-friendly, and free of BPA, BPS, PVC, lead,
and phthalates. Dishwasher, freezer, and microwave safe. (largest container is
6" square and 3" tall - more sizing details online)
B43800 $24.95

Handmade Lavender Tumbler
sale Handmade in the south of France

Polish Pottery Spoon Rest

Eco-friendly Rainbow Silicone Travel Straws

.

Bamboo Nesting Food Containers - Cheerful Birds
new We are introducing a new pattern for this popular set

Another bottle of wine for the hostess? Boring! Hang a hand-crafted
Wine Sign from your next bottle and be the talk of the party!
Each 4" sign has a touching saying
and can be hung by the hostess to
remember the night long after the
bottle has been finished. Made in
the USA. Choice of Great Story or
Perfect Blend. 4" tall not including
the hanger.
B43280 $12.95

.

Fruit Fly Catching Lids
new We tested this product

in
our office! Last spring, someone (it
doesn't matter who!) forgot to take
out the compost, and in short order,
we had fruit flies everywhere! These
lids saved us! They screw onto regular size mason jars, which are easy to
come by. Simply pour a quarter cup of
apple cider vinegar into the jar, screw
the cap on, and walk away! Fruit flies
can fly in but not out! (set of 4 lids)
B43596 $14.95

Tube Squeezer - Set of 2
Get the most out of your metal tubes, no matter what they contain! Slide the
key over the end and gently twist to get every bit! Includes 2 keys so you'll
always have the right size around!
B43477 $4.95

Magnetic Dish Towel Hanger
Innovative and efficient, this hand towel
holder is magnetic! Place it on the side of
your refrigerator and hang your favorite
hand towels. No screws or nails necessary. It's a great way to maximize space in
small areas. (9.5 " long)
B43455 $24.95

Bamboo Nesting Food Containers
This sustainable and stylish set includes 3
nested bamboo food containers with recyclable plastic lids. Each piece is eco-consciously
designed with practicality, safety, and durability in mind. Made from organic bamboo
material, this set is non-toxic, earth-friendly,
and free of BPA, BPS, PVC, lead, and phthalates. Dishwasher, freezer, and microwave
safe. (largest container is 6" square and 3"
tall - more sizing details online)
B43481 $24.95
888-481-6745
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The perfect scent has the power to transform us.
Find your new favorite aroma in this collection.

Hand-painted Lavender Diffuser & Essential Oil Gift Set
Hand-painted in France, this simple clay pot serves as a charming way to enjoy aromatherapy. Fill the pot with the included lavender essential oil and the
aroma will diffuse through the unglazed portion. You can enjoy the scent with
the cork in, or take it out for even more aroma. Gift boxed.
B42118 $29.95

.

Vanilla Reed Diffuser
new The essential oils in

the vase of this diffuser are absorbed by the
wooden reeds to release a calming vanilla scent into your home. The smell
diffuses for about three months, but the arrangement will continue to be
beautiful! (9.5" tall)
B43483 $32.95

Bud Vases On Natural Driftwood
An elegantly curved piece of driftwood holds four distinctive glass vases. Use
them all together to display fresh or dried flowers or choose to use them on
their own. Each vase is unique, from a triangular shape, to dotted details, to
the word "LOVE" written on one of them. (stand is 20" long; vases are approx.
7", 9", 6.5", and 7.5" tall)
Antique Style Bouquet Vase
Enjoy a touch of vintage farmhouse charm with this rustic glass vase. It's ide- B43429 $59.95
al for displaying bouquets for everyday beauty or special occasions. Arrangments of wildflowers will look quite dynamic in the faceted glass and metal
stand. Incorporate it into a centerpiece or set on a windowsill, rotating in the
flowers of the season. (7.25" tall)
B43163 $19.95

Polish Pottery Rose Pitcher

Precious Perfume Oils
Since 1932, the Mathur Family has been producing these extremely high-quality,
classic, singular scents from flowers, leaves, roots and wood, without alcohol.
This allows the fragrance to stay right on your body without evaporating and
without filling the whole room with your scent. They have a very long shelf life
and actually get better with age! The glass roll-on bottle is convenient on-thego and proceeds help support a school they've founded in India. Choice of
Sandalwood, Lavender, Jasmine, or Rose. (10 ml)
B40837 $15.95

The comfort of a cup of coffee or hot
tea is enhanced by the beauty we add
to our rituals. Warm your cream or milk
and serve it in this ornate Polish pottery
pitcher featuring red and blue roses at
its center. Along with being able to hold
enough milk for a pot of tea or coffee,
it's also just the right size to be a summer bouquet vase. (4.5" tall)
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Relax Essential Oil Blend Roll-On
new Roll onto hands, neck, and wrists and enjoy the benefits of Lavender

and Bergamot oils. Lavender is calming with a sweet floral aroma, while Bergamot can help alleviate anxiety and has a slightly citrusy aroma. These essential
oils are blended with grape seed oil for easy application on the go. (.33 oz.)
B43595 $14.95

Easy Arranger
Flower arranging has never been easier! The set includes three bendable, reusable wire grids that fit a variety of different sized containers. To use,
simply place on top of your vase and gently push the outer wire arcs down
around the rim of your vase until secure. Insert your flower stems and voilà you
have a beautiful arrangement. Vase not included.
B42926 $14.95

B43235 $34.95

Banksia Pod Diffuser Gift Set
Banksia trees are found growing on the coastal seas of Australia with
their vibrant yellow flowers. The pod is naturally harvested then hand
turned and crafted into a beautiful piece of art. Included with this
truly unique gift set is a vial of 100% pure Australian eucalyptus oil.
Uncork the top and place a few drops of oil inside and it will diffuse the
scent for weeks. Set comes gift boxed. (2.75" diam.)
B43100 $29.95

.new

.

Blissful Harvest Potpourri
new Handcrafted in California, the dramatic colors and the woodsy, spicy

scent with touches of clove, nutmeg, pumpkin, and sandalwood, this potpourri will quickly become a fall favorite. Add some to a vase or bowl and
set on a shelf, countertop or table to fill the air with the smells of the fall
harvest. Pre-scented 20 oz bag comes with an additional 10ml fragrance vial
to refreshen as needed.
B43823 $26.95

.

Hand Woven Market Basket
new Our Market Basket is the perfect blend of beauty and practicality.

We were drawn to it by the pretty blues and greens featured in the basket,
but it's also well crafted and a generous size to carry your farmers market
finds or anything you might need for a long day out. They are made by
talented women in Ghana using traditional weaving techniques, providing
a sustainable source of income in rural areas. (approx. 19" tall with handles)
B43507 $84.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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holiday

home for the

HOLIDAYS
.

WaterFALL Wind Chime
new When the sun shines through

this hand-cut colorful glass, it will
cast a sunset glow on your porch, garden, or patio. This durable, weather-proof hanging is handcrafted and just as beautiful indoors as it is outdoors. (9" across)
B43710 $34.95

.

Angel of Peace
new Give this stunningly detailed figurine as a gift of grat-

itude and a reminder of your constant encouragement to a
loved one. Designed by artist, Laura Benge, and adapted
from her original woodcarving, this little angel and her cardinal friends are unforgettable. (8" tall)
B43645 $36.95

Holiday Mug Mats
sale Set your warm cup of comfort on one of these mats to release their
spicy smell. Each mat is filled with real spices for a long-lasting scent.
They protect your tabletops and are perfect for the home or office.
Each set of 4 is packaged to also make a perfect gift. Choice of Red
or Green. Made in the USA. 5"x5"
B43091 $14.95 $12

.

Cardinal and Poinsettia Scatter Rug
new Hand-loomed for an artisanal look, this Cardinal and Poinsettia scatter

rug is an easy way to create a festive atmosphere in any room in your house!
They're washable and durable so place one wherever you need a festive
touch; doorways, laundry rooms, kitchens, or even bathrooms. (20" x 30")
B43317 $34.95

Seasons Greetings Cardinals - Set of 3

.

Blue Autumn Harvest Wreath
new A festive wreath is an easy way to mark the change of seasons in your
home. We love the autumn colored oak leaves and red berries accented with
some fancifully colored blue leaves. Let it add a welcome bit of color to any
door or wall, inside or out! (21.5" diam.)
B43788 $49.95

Cardinals are a symbol of love, and some say when a cardinal
appears in your yard, it's a visitor from heaven. Keep these
three cuties close by, perfectly displayed on a mantle or windowsill. Made of resin and painted with detail, this set makes
a wonderful gift. Each cardinal is 3" wide.
B43245 $16.95

Pine Diffuser
Suffuse your home with the
sweet smell of a pine wood.
This flameless diffuser combines
Siberian Fir, Pine and Cilantro
for a fresh, winter-bright scent.
Simply soak the reeds in the diffuser oil, then turn them over
so the damp end is exposed to
the air. Alcohol and phthalate-free.
Made in the USA. 3.65 fl oz.
B43082 $32.95

.

Friendly Hedgehog
new Hedgehogs have symbolized many things to many cultures, includ-

ing, resourcefulness and uniqueness. They can teach us how to be gentle
yet protective of ourselves. Made from quality designer resin, our friendly
hedgehog is at home indoors or out. (9" long and 6.25" tall)
B34610 $29.95
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Pine Cone Chain of Enlightenment
new Did you know that throughout history, pine cones have

served as a symbolic representation of Human Enlightenment,
the Third Eye, and the Pineal Gland? Hang this chain inside to
bring the crisp seasonal spirit indoors or hang outside as a rain
chain and be mesmerized by how it reacts to various weather
conditions -trickling of rain down the chain to the soft chiming
brought on by a cool breeze. (54" long)
B43538 $49.95

Festive Holiday Pillow
Express the spirit of the season with this fair trade, festive, cotton pillow.
Love, Joy and Peace are hand-embroidered with richly colored thread, sequins and mirror work. Proceeds are distributed to the artists from the St.
Mary's group in the form of savings plans, scholarships for their children and
technical courses to enhance their skills. Spread a little bit of cheer this holiday season with this unique and beautiful pillow that supports the livelihood
of women. Reverse side is a solid envelope-closure. Pillow included. (12" sq)
B42942 $47.95

Fir Cone Incense with Burner
Fill your house with the crisp, wintry smell of a Balsam wood! Made
by a small family business in Maine,
this incense is created with Mainegrown Balsam firs. The tree-shaped
burner is a charming addition to
make a great little hostess gift. 20
incense sticks.
B43110 $12.95

.

Fair Trade Angel Votive
new Light a candle and enjoy

the hand-embossed designs on this
angel votive. Hand-made in Haiti, this piece is crafted in Fair Trade from
55-gallon metal drums. Each of the three angels that make up the circle
is unique. (3.5" diam.)
B43252 Fair Trade Angel Votive
$29.95
B16742 Beeswax Tea Lights - Set of 6 $9.95
B43043 Flameless Tea Lights - Set of 6 $9.95

Scandinavian Birdseed Bag
Begin a new Christmas tradition with this bird
seed bag. It is customary in parts of Scandinavia to sprinkle birdseed on your doorstep for
the birds on Christmas morning. Some believe
it's good luck. Just the act of giving to the birds
signifies a reminder that no matter how lean
the times, when people share, good fortune
will follow. Our Scandinavian Tradition Birdseed Bag is a simple way to incorporate this
kind tradition into your own holiday. (5.5" tall)
B34021 $9.95
888-481-6745
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inspired living

home & patio

time to

REFLECT

Inspirational decor to create a peaceful setting.

blessed

PROTECTION
Doves Hamsa
The Hamsa Hand, also known as the Hand of Fatima, has deep roots in both Arabic and Jewish traditions. It's a protective sign, symbolizing the hand of God that
is traditionally hung as a sacred guardian of the home, bringing blessing and
protection from negative thoughts or energies. This particular Hamsa features
exquisite doves to also bring a sense of peace to your home, or the home of a
loved one when given as a thoughtful gift! Handmade in Israel.
B36011 $89.95

.

Exquisite Birds Menorah
new Elegant birds and leaves meander in smooth lines across the base
of this unique menorah. Establish a new heirloom as you honor family
traditions with glowing candlelight in the evening. Made of brass with
hand-painted accents. (8" long)
B43709 Exquisite Birds Menorah			
$179.95
B43717 Hanukkah Beeswax Taper Candles $29.95

Resting Buddha Statue
Volcanic Ash Namaste Statue
In Japan, Jizo is a beloved guardian of women, children and travelers.
The little monk is a powerful symbol to prevent suffering. This little statue is handcrafted on Java Island, Indonesia of Volcanic Ash and cement.
The white washed and weathered look will only improve with age as
it beautifies your garden or porch. (8" tall)
B42384 $36.95

.

Healing Hamsa Bracelet
new Not only do hamsas protect against evil, but they also point you in your

spiritual direction of harmony and happiness. Iridescent blue beads complete
the circle. One size fits most. Handmade in the USA with love and care by persons with disabilities and special needs.
B43684 $18.95

Upcycled Sari Dream Chime

.

Hamsa Paw Pet ID tag
new Give the four-legged

Two elegant metal circles frame a
handcrafted copper bell and are
adorned with strips of colorful saris.
Because the sari cloth is upcycled,
each hanging is unique! Made in Fair
Trade which funds community development. (23" long from top of hanging loop to bottom)
B43451 $36.95

member of your family a token of constant
protection. This dog-faced Hamsa blends the ancient symbol of happiness
and health with pooch smooches. Your one-of-a-kind furry friend deserves to
stand out with this unique collar tag. (1.25" long)
B43798 $19.95

Hamsa Blessing Charm

.

Pewter Star of David
new Update your decor with a timeless piece of connection and her-

itage. Delicately ornate leaves and vines weave across each section of
the star, creating a unique design that stands out amongst any of your
favorite treasures. Hand cast in the USA. (4.25" across)
B43718 $54.95
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Take a bit of protection with you
on the road. The Hamsa symbol
is used to ward off negative energies. This little car charm is made
with Jade stones, known to bless
whatever it touches while symbolizing peace, harmony, courage,
and emotional balance. Hang in
your car, use as a key chain, or
a purse charm for reassurance
during your travels. (8.5'' long)
B43378 $15.95

Let this gently resting buddha help you remember to be completely present in the moment, whether meditating or simply enjoying an evening
breeze. With his head leaning against his knee, he seems to be calling you
to take the time to appreciate whatever is right in front of you, absorbing
the beauty and joy of every day. You can place him either indoors or outside.
Cast resin. (11" tall)
B42997 $44.95

Begin Again Stone
Whether you could use a little inspiration or you want to give a bit of encouragement, this engraved stone will serve as a reminder that it’s a brand
new day! Natural stones vary in size, shape, and color. (3.5" long)
B15608 $9.95

.

Happy Praying Buddha
new Happy buddhas are thought to be a symbol of good luck as well

as a reminder to enjoy your journey rather than solely focusing on your
destination. This cheerful fellow is equally comfortable in your home or
out in your garden. (8" tall)
B43533 $39.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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ready for the

share the

MOVIES

classic comforts

WARMTH

Preparing a warm drink for yourself or a loved one can have a therapeutic quality,
especially considering all the great conversations that take place over tea and coffee.

Grab some popcorn, a glass of wine, and relax
with your favorite movie.

Celestial Tea Infuser
Simply place this infuser onto
your mug or tea pot, add the right
amount of loose leaf tea, and pour in
boiling water. An infuser allows you
to decide how strong to make your
tea! Enjoy your tea time!
B43514 $12.95

.

Farm Fresh Calico Bottled Popcorn
new Straight from the Peterson Family

Farm, this fresh corn is perfectly dried to create the ideal popcorn for your cozy night in.
The adorable bottle makes this a fabulous addition to a gift or care package as well! This
might be our most tested product! (16 oz.)
B43558 $6.95

Organic Immortalitea

.

Everyday Personal Fireplace
new Enjoy the ambiance of a flickering campfire without all the effort.

This personal fireplace is easy, mess-free and a great way to add fun or
romance to an evening. You can even roast marshmallows over this very real
flame. Just add 5 ounces of isopropyl alcohol and you'll have a dancing fire
for almost an hour! (4.5" tall)
B43590 $119.95

The main ingredient in this tea,
Jiagulan, has been referred to
in Chinese medical texts as the
"Herb of Immortality" for centuries. The list of its benefits is dizzying! It's like a high-powered, extra
strength ginseng! We hope you
will enjoy this rejuvenating herbal
tea. (3.35 oz bulk tea)
B4402 $29.95

Inspirational Mug

.

Movie Night Microwave Popcorn Popper
new Here in the Isabella office we often talk about

Decide on your intention and hold it dear. Each of these hand-thrown
inspirational mugs holds a deeper intention right on its face. Choose from
Blessed in shades of blue & purple, Fearless in green darkening to black
or Grateful in shades of blue mixed with cream. Each piece is hand glazed,
so no two are alike. Made in the USA. Holds 12oz.

collapsed

movies or shows
we watch at home. Adding fresh popcorn to a viewing session takes it
over the top! And when you make it yourself in this eco-friendly, collapsible microwave popcorn maker, you can make it just the way you like it!
On with the show! (7.5" in diam; makes 9 cups of popcorn)
B43506 $24.95

B43241 $39.95

Rose Quartz Wine Gems
Pink and pearly gems to keep your white or rosé the chilly temperature
you prefer. Freeze these rose quartz spheres before party time to have a
cool drink that will never be diluted. Includes 6 rose quartz gems.
B43109 $24.95

a

.

artwork and a few uplifting words to get you off on the right foot! Choice
of Butterfly print with the quote "Be the Change" or Ocean Fish print
with the quote "Everything has beauty". (holds 12 oz.)
B43727 $18.95

b

Cable Knit Pulse Warmers
For centuries, pulse warmers have
kept people warm and cozy in even
the coldest of climates. By warming
your pulse points, like your wrists,
you raise your whole body temperature. These are perfect for keeping warm while working at a computer. Choice of Black, Burgundy
or Gray. One size fits most.
B41977 $12.95

.

Everyday Seasonings
new Made in California using sustainably sourced, Non-GMO ingre-

dients, these gourmet spice blends are a great way to make your food
taste extra spectacular! We love them on our popcorn with a little butter
or olive oil, but they work great on eggs, salads, meats, seafood, and the
raspberry one even on desserts! Each container has a magnetic backing
so that they can stick on your fridge for easy access. (2oz)
B43559 Spicy Raspberry Cane Sugar
$10.95
B43575 Herbed Truffle Seasoning
$10.95
B43632 Blue Cheese Honey Mustard Rub $10.95
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Capabunga - Set of 2
With this amazing product, once you pull the cork and pour a glass, you no
longer have to smash that cork back in and hope you can find a tall enough
place in the fridge to put the bottle. Simply cap it with a CapaBunga! These
reusable silicone caps fit tightly over the top of the bottle so you can lay the
bottle on its side without leaks.
B30102 $8.95

c

Naturally Inspiring Mugs
new Enjoy your morning tea or coffee with beautiful woodcut-inspired

black

burgundy

gray

Everyday Polish Pottery
Each polish pottery piece is handmade and intricately hand-painted in the
Polish town of Boleslawiec, following a tradition that's over 600 years old!
Each durable piece is dishwasher, microwave-safe up to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. The Scallop dish measures 4.25" diameter, the Little Spoon measures
4.25" long, and the bubble mug holds about 10 oz of your favorite drink.
a. B42959 Scallop Dish 				
$36.95
b. B42958 Little Ladybug Spoon $14.95
c. B43234 Bubble Mug 				
$39.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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naturally

F R ESH & CLE AN

Find natural and smart solutions for all your cleaning needs -from dirty
dishes to laundry. Make clean up easy and fun with all these products
that are sure to spark joy and keep your home naturally fresh!

Classic Lavender Provençal Sachets - Set of 4
Lavender Scented Drawer Liners
Organic Cotton Dishcloths - Set of 3

Natural Bristle Dish Brush

These hand knit multi-purpose cloths are made by a cooperative that trains
This Swedish design dish brush is not just an attractive addition to your kitchwomen in rural India to knit and provides them with a safe and steady work
en; the all-natural bristles and ergonomic handle make clean up nice, easy,
environment. Made of 100% organic cotton. Each cloth is 7.5" square.
and highly effective!
B42890 $12.95
B43369 Natural Bristle Dish Brush $12.95
B43475 Refill Brush Head
$6.95

The design of these drawer liners is just as lovely as the lavender aroma.
The classic print goes with any style of decor and the subtle scent will keep
your drawers and whatever you keep in them smelling fresh and clean.
The lavender is complemented by nuances of coriander and eucalyptus
and hints of jasmine and vanilla. Set contains 6 sheets. (22" x 16.5")
B42374 $22.95

.

Faucet Cleaning Cloth
new Thank yourself for a job

well done
without the elbow grease! Your faucet will
shine like-new after cleaning every nook
and cranny with this specially designed
cloth. Shimmy the textured fabric in and
around handles to dislodge dirt and stains,
while the unique center ridge digs deep
into hard-to-clean places. Hang to dry until it's time for the sparkle treatment again.
(10.8" long)
B43840 $5.95

Invite a little lightheartedness into kitchen clean up. This ceramic magnet
makes a great housewarming gift for a friend or a perfect piece of motivation to get your chores done! (3.25" across)
B43519 $8.95

isabellacatalog.com
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Throw these two little buddies into
your dryer and watch them work
their magic. By creating space for
heat to move more efficiently, dryer
balls such as these keep your laundry
static-free and less wrinkly. Bonus:
less drying time saves you energy and
money. (4" long)
B40289 $8.95

.

Air And Linen Mist Room Spray
new Inspired by life, and handmade to order in small batches, these
natural mists eliminate unwanted odors from your room and fabrics, all
while leaving behind a soothing aroma that can fill your home with a
joyful scent. Choice of Lavender Sage—an herbal combination of french
lavender and sage, Home Sweet Home—a blend of blueberries, apples,
and pumpkin, and Staycation—a blend of orange, eucalyptus, patchouli,
and ylang ylang. (4oz)
B43693 $12.95

Laundry Stain Stick - Set of 2

.

Colorful Foliage Dishcloth
new Celebrate the changing

of the seasons with the green and
fall foliage. They can absorb an astounding 16x their weight and can
do the work of paper towels and then some! Toss them in the washing
All-Purpose Spaghetti Scrub
machine or dishwasher to clean. You'll never want to be without one of
These environmentally-friendly kitchen scrubs these cloths again! Set of two. (7" by 8")
are made out of peach pits! They require little
B43760 $15.95
to no detergent. Just rinse and hang to dry after
use. They dry quickly, so you don’t have to worry
about mold and bacteria growth. Their pliable
Bottle Cleaning Beans - Set of 2
shape makes them perfect for hard to clean surDrop these sponge-covered weights into
faces like whisks. This all-purpose scrub will be
your water bottles, carafes or pitchers, add
your new go-to kitchen cleaner! One scrub lasts
a little soap and water, and shake them
approximately 4-6 months. Includes 2 scrubs
clean! These scrubbing beans work their
per pack.
way around the inside to effectively get
B42636 $12.95
those hard-to-reach places. (3.25" long)
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Hedgehog Dryer Buddies

Dishes Looking Dirty Magnet

Wine Glass Sponge
This unique kitchen tool solves an irritating problem. No more trying to cram your
hand in your delicate wine glasses to get
them clean! With this wine glass sponge,
your glasses will be sparkling! The special
shape allows you to easily reach the bottom of the glass, and the gentle surface
cleans thoroughly without scratching.
(7.25"long)
B42416 $6.95

You'll want one of these classic sachets in every drawer and closet in your home.
The high-quality French lavender flowers serve as a natural antibacterial and moth
repellent. Every time you open a drawer the scent will bring a smile to your face
and a calming energy to your day. Cloth and dried lavender. (2" x 4")
B43298 $12.95

B40530 $7.95

Fight laundry stains, naturally! Made
with sustainably sourced coconut
oil this handmade stain stick works
hard to get the job done. Fresh or
set in stains are no match for this
all natural, little laundry miracle.
Each bar is hand-poured in Maine in
small, fresh batches. (2 oz)
B43229 $14.95

Moth Chasers - Set of 2
Repel moths with natural ingredients that
actually smell good! These moth-repellant
linen pouches are filled with orange peel,
cloves and cedar chips and will keep pests
from ruining your clothes. This household
hack has been used for centuries, so you
know it works! (4" by 6")
B42862 $18.95

.

Sock Monsters
new Do you feel like after every load of laundry you end up with fewer pairs

of matching socks? The sock monster is here to fix that! These silicone beasties
will keep your socks paired up throughout the wash and dry cycle. Includes 8
sock monsters.
B43767 $13.95

.

Friendly Dryer Balls
new Ditch single-use chemically treat-

ed plastic dryer sheets and switch to a fun,
toxin-free laundry! These eco dryer balls
work as an all-natural and organic fabric
softener that's fully reusable for over 1000
loads and can reduce drying time by up
to 40%! Each set contains 6 hand-embroidered, fair-trade dryer balls made of
100% premium New Zealand wool and
eco, lead-free dyes in a hand-printed
organic cotton storage bag. 20% of proceeds are donated to non-profits!
B43822 $33.95

888-481-6745
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for the home

HELPING

ISABELLA’S 30 • 60 • 365 GUARANTEE

ORDER FORM

hands

Discover the tools you never would have
thought of, but now can't do without.

Try our skin care products risk free for 30 days. Return all other items
in original condition within 60 days for a full refund or take up to 365
days to decide for store credit.

BILLING ADDRESS

SHIPPING/GIFT ADDRESS (if different)

Name
Address

Name
State

City

Daytime Phone Number (

.

Guard Your ID Roller
new We all want to protect ourselves against fraud, but we don't all have
Plastic Package Opener
Plastic packaging can be so hard to open! This smart tool features a sharp
blade that safely and efficiently cuts through clamshell plastic packaging so
you can get to the good stuff without frustration! (5" long)
B43401 $12.95

the means to shred every document with sensitive information. This innovative stamp is a simple way to help protect yourself from identity theft. Use it
on materials that contain your personal information, and no one will be able
to decipher what they once said! Great for prescription bottles, bills, credit
card information, and more.
B43552 $9.95

.

Everyday Key Box Cutter
new Keep this clever key on hand, and you'll be able to open even the

trickiest packaging. It's sharp enough to cut tape, string, and cardboard,
but still safe to keep on your key ring.
B43555 $9.95

Address

Zip

State

City

)

Email Address

Daytime Phone Number (

We send your order and shipping confirmations and promotions
through email.

GIFT MESSAGE:

If you prefer not to receive promotional messages please check here:
I do not wish to receive promotional messages at this time.

Item No.

Color/Choice

Product Name

Qty

LOWER 48 US

.

a bit easier. This innovative alternative will do just that. You can stop
throwing away empty plastic lighters. This long-handled, flameless candle lighter is rechargeable! Just use the included USB cord to give it life
again and again! (11.5" long)
B43647 Rechargeable Lighter 			 $44.95
B43605 USB Wall Adapter
			 $7.95

Quoted delivery days are business
days in transit. Allow two days for
order processing. Check orders
also subject to one week hold for
funds verification. For faster
service, please order online or call
us 24 hours a day and order with
your credit card.

$9.95 Flat Rate Shipping
on all orders!
ECONOMY SHIPPING
AK, HI, PR, APO

Don’t let mosquitos spoil the outdoor party! Burned like incense, these natural mosquito repellant sticks are incredibly effective at keeping mosquitos at
bay with their pleasant-to-people sandalwood smoke. Each stick burns for 3
hours. Twelve 18” sticks per package.

B4695 $15.95

Bump It Off Silicone Scrubber
Try this brilliant scrubber for almost any cleaning job in your home. The sleeve
fits either your palm or fingertips allowing for you to concentrate your efforts
where they're most needed. With bumps on one side and soft bristles on the
other, it's perfect for treating spots on laundry, brushing your pet, getting fur
off the upholstery, scrubbing dishes, exfoliating your skin… You'll want one in
every room of the house and one in the car, too! Dishwasher safe. Choice of
Orange or Blue. (4.25" by 3.25")
B43037 $11.95
orange
blue
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.

Non-lethal, Clean Mouse Repellent - 4 pack
new You'd be challenged to find a better
alternative for dealing with mice. With this
kid-safe, pet-safe repellant, you can keep
mice out of your home, shop, and machinery
all winter long. One pouch covers 500 sq feet
or one vehicle. While repelling mice with its
natural aroma, it also absorbs bad odors left
by the mice and freshens the air. You'll never
have it any other way!
B43574 $19.95

$2.00

RUSH SHIPPING
IS AVAILABLE!
www.isabellacatalog.com/
shipping-information for
rates and times.

Shipping to VT & KY address only

6% Sales Tax

Total Order Amount

Below $129..........$16.00
Above $129.........$12.00

American Express

Discover

MasterCard

Card #

Visa

Security Code

Exp. Date (MM/YY)

Processing Fee

If paying by Check or Money Order only.

CREDIT CARD PAYMENT INFORMATION
Sandalwood Mosquito Sticks

Total Price

Shipping/Handling

(5-8 BUSINESS DAYS)

SHIPPING &
HANDLING

Price

Merchandise Subtotal

ECONOMY SHIPPING

SHIPPING RATES
Rechargeable Lighter
new We're always looking for ways to reduce waste and make life

Zip
)

/

Phone Number (

)

Please ensure all fields are filled in. We need complete information to place your order!

CHECK/MONEY ORDER PAYMENT INFORMATION
I Prefer to Pay By Check/Money Order and acknowledge the following:
Order processing is held for 7 days to allow for your check to clear and a $2 processing fee applies. Checks
returned by your banking institution for insufficient funds will be subject to a $25 service fee. Item(s) may be
unavailable at the time your order is processed. If the difference between your payment and the order total
is less than $10, we will put a credit on your customer account that can be used on any subsequent order.

We’re ready to take your order
when you’re ready to place it!
call us toll-free 24/7/365
(888) 481-6745
online
www.isabellacatalog.com
email
service@isabellacatalog.com

Thank you for
your order.
We appreciate it!

Send Completed Order Form To: Isabella, 6655 Shelburne Rd. #100, Shelburne, VT 05482

888-481-6745
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bath & body

SPA day

Make sure you take some time for yourself! You deserve it.
Bask in these luxurious fragrances, luscious lotions, and
spa-quality treatments.

Stone Soap Dish
Take care of your fine hand soaps by giving them a lovely place to rest.
This latticed stone soap dish allows your soap to dry between uses, giving it
a longer life. The bright marbled pattern adds cheer to your sink side decor,
and due to the uniqueness of the soapstone material, no two are exactly
the same. The latticed insert lifts out for easy cleaning. (5" long)
B42239 $17.95

Daily 2 in 1 Body Kit
Never miss a spot while cleansing or applying lotion! This wooden handle
has two attachments that slide perfectly onto the handle. Use the scrubber to cleanse every inch in the shower and then use the applicator to apply your favorite lotion in hard to reach areas. The textures are wonderful
for all skin types and dermatologist tested! There's even an indicator to
tell you when it's time for a new scrubber or applicator. (17.5" long)
B43410 $24.95

Whipped Shower Soufflé
Gently cleanse, exfoliate and moisturize your skin with this all-natural
vegan shower soufflé that smells almost good enough to eat! (please
don't!) Massage onto your skin with circular movements in a bath or
shower and then rinse. Your pampered skin will feel smoother and
softer! Handmade in Europe. Choice of Strawberry with Cream, Cherry,
or Grapefruit. (5.2 oz)
B43374 $19.95

Daily Detox Massaging Brush
This dry brush is the perfect pre-shower/bath tool for daily detoxing of your
skin by breaking up cellulite deposits, removing old dry skin and leaving us
feeling glowy. Complete with responsibly sourced natural bristles and massaging rubber nodules, this brush combines the vigorous texture to remove
dead skin cells with the stimulation of the nodules to increase blood flow
and circulation. (4.5" in diam.)
B43411 $22.95

Aphrodisian Fire Body Oil
Lavender Take-Out Box
This lovely lavender take-out box is covered in silky damask and opens up
to serve a hefty helping of lavender goodies. You’ll get a fragrant lavender
candle, bar soap, aromatic sachet, and relaxing bath salts. And because it’s
already wrapped, it’s an easy, thoughtful gift. Box measures 4.25" x 4" x 3.5".
Made in the USA.
B34869 $22.95

Not only is this fragrance sensually intoxicating, it leaves your skin feeling
amazingly soft. It's blended with sandalwood, patchouli, rose absolute,
and ylang-ylang, as well as sweet almond, avocado and Vitamin E oils.
With its handy pump it makes a great body moisturizer, massage oil
or sensual bath experience. Get in touch with your fiery side! (4 fl oz)
B16804 $24.95

Soap Rocks Gift Set
Bring a bit of Earth's natural beauty to your sink-side with this dazzling
gift set of artisanal soaps. These biodegradable soaps are crafted to look
like genuine crystals and the results are truly stunning. The amethyst, opal
and jade soap rocks are mild and long-lasting with nourishing ingredients.
The neatly packaged gift set includes a wooden soap dish and makes
a lovely housewarming or hostess gift. (soap dish is 3" by 5")
B42458 $24.95

Ultra Soft Bamboo Charcoal Bath Brush
Take a few extra minutes in the shower to pamper yourself with this
ultra-soft bath brush. Relax as you gently exfoliate with the natural bristles.
The bamboo charcoal will draw out impurities and act as a natural antibacterial agent and your skin will be as smooth as ever. (16" long)
B42110 $24.95

Lavender Soap Dish Gift Set
sale Each ceramic soap dish is carefully handmade by a husband and wife team

Microderma Body Mitt
The Microderma Mitt is made from
100% floss silk which is specially woven so that when wet the fibers swell
and form a surface that promotes
gentle exfoliation. It will leave your
skin feeling fresh and smooth!
B18111 $34.95
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Lavender Rosemary Shea Butter Cream
If you need an extra boost of moisturizing power, you’ll want a jar of this
herbal cream on hand. Made from organic Shea butter and vitamin E, it has
a lovely, light lavender fragrance and is totally non-greasy. It’s so rich, your
skin will simply drink it in. Made in New Hampshire. (2 oz)
B10686 $14.95

.

Handmade Body Yogurt
new Memories of summer float on fruity notes in this rich cream made

with almond oil and chamomile extract. This natural formula softens and
moisturizes, leaving your skin hydrated and silky smooth. Available in:
Cherry, Cranberry, and Strawberry. (7.7 oz)
B43715 $18.95

in their atelier in the South of France. The husband hand throws the dish and
his wife skillfully paints each piece. A heart-shaped, organic shea butter soap
rests in the middle of this lovely dish. For each heart soap sold, a portion of
the proceeds are donated to an emergency fund for women battling cancer.
The set comes wrapped in ribbon and nestled in a box ready for gifting.
(Dish 4.5" diam. Soap 100 g.)
B43010 Purple Lavender $29.95 $24
B43303 Pink Rose 			
$29.95 $24
888-481-6745
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HAND & FOOT care
.

Good Vibe Emery Boards
new Bring a little cheer and

charm to
the task of filing your nails. These substantial double-sided emery boards will make
quick work of shaping your nails beautifully! Choose from Animal Buddies or Florals.
(set of 2, 8.5" long)
B43743 $8.95

Himalayan Salt Detoxer
Lavender Nail Polish Remover

.

Deep Red - Grace

Plum Brown - Misha

Emerald Green - Miky

Pure Eco-friendly Nail Polish
new Don't compromise on color

when it comes to eco-friendly nail polish. This product does both! Get the vibrance and shine you're after, but
do it with an 84% bio-based formula. These french-made polishes will look
great all week long, and you won't have to worry about nasty chemicals.
They're even completely vegan. Made in France. Find more colors online! (8 ml.)
B43660 $12.95

Say goodbye to strong odor and brittle nails with
this acetone and ethyl acetate free vegan nail polish remover. Fragranced with lavender essential
oil and enriched with sweet almond oil, taking off
your nail polish becomes a spa-worthy treatment
that does your nails good. 100% plant-based,
natural ingredients in fully recyclable packaging.
Made in France. (100 ml.)
B43345 $22.95

Soothing Slippers
Microwavable slippers are the ultimate comfort for your feet. Place the slippers in the microwave for one minute and the heat penetrates your feet's
reflexology points for full body relaxation. They're fantastic for those with
poor circulation, and they can even be chilled in the freezer for comfort on
a hot day! Fits Women's shoe size 7-9 and Men's 5-7.
B42516 $54.95

Based on the concept of reflexology, a science that connects zones of the
feet to full-body wellness, the detox dome helps cleanse your body through
your feet. Place your feet on the dome while you work at a desk or read.
The gentle warmth releases toxins and your feet absorb the healthy
minerals from the Himalayan salt. (9" in diam.)
B42511 $99.95

Nail Growth Serum

.

Cuticle Serum
new Formulated with lemongrass and apricot oil, this pock-

et-sized cuticle serum strengthens your cuticles and helps to
prevent pesky hangnails. The nourishing ingredients also help
reduce inflammation. Massage into your cuticles a few times a
day for shiny, strong nail growth. USA. (.35 oz.)
B43690 $22.95

Do you find that your nails are brittle,
bending, breaking and pealing? This
vegan and toxic-free serum may be
exactly what you need. The powerful
blend of amino acids, antioxidants,
Vitamin E and C, peptides and biotin
will have your nails growing long and
strong! Just brush the serum onto bare
nails once or twice a day. Made in USA.
(2.2 grams)
B43438 $79.95

Floral Knee High
Compression Socks
new Compression socks encourage blood

.

to flow upward from your ankles through
the deep veins in your legs and back toward
your heart. They are known to help energize
the legs while also helping to prevent swelling and slowing the progression of spider
and varicose veins. And this pair, besides
being functional, is also bright and cheerful!
(Fits women shoes size 4 to 11)
B43546 $22.95

.

Charcoal Air Purifying Pouches
new A collection of air purifiers filled with activated bamboo charcoal for

using throughout your home! Simply place in the sun every month or so to recharge the charcoal and they will last for two years! 8 bags - 2 large, 2 medium
and 4 that will fit perfectly into shoes!
B43564 $19.95

Deluxe Reflexology Foot Massager
Finger Massager &
Acupressure System
Improve circulation, finger flexibility and
grip strength with this massage system.
Ideal for those with discomfort from
arthritis, diabetes or repetitive tasks.
The acupressure system helps to stimulate important nerves and pressure
points, making it an excellent tool for
hand reflexology. (8" long)
B42242 $16.95
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Hedgehog Pressure Point Stress Reliever
Quickly relieve muscle tension and get the kinks out of tired, sore muscles with this sweet porcelain hedgehog! Simply massage the rounded nubs into the area you are feeling the most tension, allowing this
adorable tool to get right into your pressure points. Need some cooling
pressure? Simply chill in the freezer. Prefer a warm massage? Pop him
in the microwave for 30 seconds. Sitting on a desk or end table no one
will know that this little figurine does more than meets the eye. (3" long)
B43260 $12.95

Give your aching feet some love with a massager
designed to work both feet at once. Glide them
across the wooden rollers, focusing pressure
where you need it the most. You can also use
the included chart to trigger pressure points that
might help other parts of your body.
B43090 $24.95

Topricin Foot Therapy Cream
This is the remedy to turn to for arthritis, peripheral neuropathic pain and neuroma. A homeopathic remedy, this cream stimulates the body’s desire to heal,
rather than simply masking painful symptoms. It promotes drainage of toxin and
fluid build up in injured areas. (2 oz)
B35164 $19.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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HAIR CARE

healthy

Treat your locks with the loving care they deserve
with these natural and effective solutions.

SMILE

healthy smile

You'll feel more confident and relaxed when you
take good care of your teeth and gums!
Radius Big Brush
With this toothbrush, you not only brush teeth but
gums as well, aiding in the reduction of gum and heart
disease. The replaceable head is made with natural
plant-based bristles that are safe and gentle yet provide amazing cleaning powers. The 100% biodegradable plant-based handle is made from materials such
as coconut husks and sustainably harvested trees
and is reusable forever -just replace the brush head!
The easy-grip handles are ergonomically designed and
come in right-and left-handed versions so that everybody can enjoy a luxurious teeth-cleaning experience.
Each brush head lasts about 9 months. Choice of Right
or Left. (9" long)
B43467 Radius Big Brush - Right or Left $13.95
B43469 Replacement Heads (2 pack)
$9.95

Sea-Chi Hair Growth & Moisture Treatment

.

Handcarved Heart Barrette
new Clasp this heart-shaped hairclip into place as you get ready for the
day or a celebratory gathering. Detailed carvings showcase traditional Indian floral designs and spirit. For effortless elegance, accessorize a stylish
updo or top a pulled-back ponytail. Made in Fair Trade with sustainable
wood. (3.5" across)
B43604 $14.95

Anti-Breakage Spiral Hair Ties
Not only will these hair coils add a bit of excitement to any hairstyle, they also help prevent the
lines created by standard hair ties and prevent
breakages! Comes with 8 so that you can keep
one at hands reach at all times.
B43426 $8.95

Even the most damaged hair is no match for this product. Kombucha Tea’s
unique properties combine with vitamins, herbs and oils to stimulate growth
while repairing and rejuvenating the hair and scalp. Used daily, you’ll have
thicker, glossier hair. Apply it to your clean scalp for 30 minutes and then rinse.
You can also scrunch the treatment in after shampooing and leave in for full
moisturizing benefits.
B689
4.17 oz jar $39.95
B34816 8 oz bottle $59.95

Start Pure Whitening Pen

.

Anti-Static Teasing Comb
new Get the volume you're after with the innovative design of this comb.

The four rows of anti-static, stainless steel teeth allow you to gather more hair
at once while you backcomb or tease, creating more volume and lift instantly.
It's the ideal tool for anyone looking to add fullness to fine hair. (7" long)
B43652 $18.95

Amla Hair Oil
Treat your hair to a timeless Ayurvedic herbal regimen.
Amla oil has antibiotic, anti-inflammatory and antioxidant
properties. This all helps to increase the blood flow to your
scalp and generates health thus promoting hair growth.
Apply to hair and allow to moisturize for a few hours or
even overnight before washing hair with your favorite gentle shampoo. (8 fl oz.)
B43151 $34.95
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Free of all artificial colors and flavors, this high-quality toothpaste is the new standard. Estrella values sustainability, health and safety, and those values are everpresent in this product. The toothpaste freshens breath and keeps your teeth feeling
clean all day. The anti-sensitivity and gentle whitening properties will have your
teeth looking and feeling better than ever. It tastes great, prevents cavities without
fluoride, and it's biodegradable and vegan! (3.4 oz)
B42660 $12.95

Green Tea Organic Toothpaste & Floss Set

Strengthening Hair Mask
The elements in our new hair mask read
like a who's who of natural healing ingredients. Simply apply to damp hair and
allow the blend of shea butter, olive oil,
sea buckthorn extract and more to nourish and strengthen hair, leaving it healthy
and shiny. (200 grams)
B43482 $24.95

Estrella's All Natural Toothpaste - Lita

Finally, a peroxide-free whitening pen! This amazing gel pen performs its
magic without chemicals. Each pen is good for 20-25 applications and will
leave your teeth visibly whiter. Simply apply with an up and down motion.
There is virtually no taste and you don't even have to rinse. Once you've
reached the desired shade, use a pen occasionally to "touch-up" your
teeth. The manufacturer donates part of the profits to Enable America,
a non-profit organization dedicated to increasing employment among
Americans with disabilities. (2 ml)
B34795 $39.95

The Ultimate Detangling Hair Brush
Everyone desires a head of full, healthy hair and preventing breakage is a
great place to start! This ingenious hairbrush design detangles all types of
hair without damage. You'll feel the difference the first time you use it and
gradually watch your hair become smoother and shinier. Works on both wet
and dry hair! The ergonomic shape feels great in your hand. Brush comes in
assorted colors— we'll choose for you. (7" long)
B40330 $12.95

Dry Shampoo/Body Powder
Collection
new Freshen up with the power

.

of
dry shampoo for your hair and body,
too. This formula combines vegetable
powders, activated charcoal, bentonite
clay, and essential oils for a burst of revitalization. Together, the natural ingredients are gentle on delicate skin and
conveniently fit a life on-the-go. (4 oz
pump bottle)
B43722 $18.95

Take care of your teeth, naturally! This gel toothpaste is organic and freshens your breath with earthy matcha green
tea and mint. The matching floss is made from luxurious silk
which slides between your teeth like a dream. Enjoy a wholesome brushing and flossing experience with this set containing a 3oz tube of Matcha Mint toothpaste and 33 yards of silk
Green Tea Jasmine floss.
B43288 Toothpaste & Floss Set
$14.95
B43284 Organic Matcha Mint Toothpaste
$10.95
B43283 Jasmine Green Tea Silk Floss - Set of 2 $9.95

Refreshing Peppermint Pulling Oil
Dating back over 3,000 years, this hygiene practice is making
a comeback. Oil pulling is a natural and effective alternative
to mouth wash, but it also has the ability to purify your entire
system. This pulling oil is 100% raw, cold-pressed coconut oil.
It's as pure as it gets and has a pleasant peppermint flavor. In
just a few weeks you'll begin noticing whiter teeth, healthier
gums, less tooth decay, better breath, and more. (8.5 oz)
B42100 $29.95

Pure Copper Tongue Cleaner
Our mouths are an environment in which bad bacteria can thrive.
Thankfully, this copper tongue cleaner can effectively help with removing
toxins and bacteria, improve bad breath, and clean our tastebuds to enhance the sense of taste with a little scraping. Pure copper is rust and
mold resistant while having the natural ability to kill bacteria on contact.
B43382 $15.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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isabella skincare routine
sensitive & dry skin | anti-aging

Enessa Monoi Soothing Cleanser
For the healthiest skin, use a product that
cleanses without stripping natural oils and
leaves no residue. Enessa offers exactly that
in this perfect facial cleanser for dry and sensitive skin–even skin with rosacea. It’s gentle
yet effective, removing every last trace of
makeup or debris from the day, while balancing and soothing the skin, leaving it hydrated. Exotic Tahitian Monoi oil hydrates, while
Red Seaweed and Lamineria extracts stimulate blood circulation and eliminate toxins.
Organic essential oils of Lavender and Petit
Grain are antiseptic and calming, leaving
your skin feeling fresh and clean. (100ml)
B43511 $48.95
normal, oily & dry skin | anti-aging

Organic Honey Purifying Masque
Would you like skin as flawless as Cleopatra’s?
Lotus Moon’s purifying masque contains organic
honey, Cleopatra’s little secret. Honey supports
the skin’s cell-renewal process and helps build
stronger collagen to improve elasticity. Honey
also contains healing phyto-chemicals and has
natural anti-inflammatory properties. Suitable for
sensitive and acne-prone skin, this slightly sticky
masque rejuvenates through extreme hydration
and nourishment. (2.5 fl oz)
B15875 $46.95

isabella skincare routine

· cleanse ·

· exfoliate ·

“

I love this cleanser. I have combination skin that in areas is dry
and in other areas is oily. This cleanser works for my whole
face. I have tried dozens of different cleansers that were recommended by my dermatologist and by cosmetologists.
None of them worked. My skin was either too dry or too oily.
This cleanser is perfect. It goes on easily and washes away
leaving my skin smooth and radiant. Thank you!
–Jordan

”

“

I don't generally spend much on skin care, but after reading
many positive reviews, I decided to give it a try. I agree with
some that it's a little messy, but very worth it!! I have used the
mask several times, once a week for the past three weeks, and
love how soft and smooth my skin feels afterward. I have combination skin and some adult acne and was a little concerned
that this might have caused breakouts. I was very relieved to
find my skin looked better than ever. I'm loving it!!
–Katy

all skin types | anti-aging

rose garden

Phyt’s Cleansing Milk
This dreamy, creamy cleanser created by a French naturopath and biologist is unlike any other 100% natural cream cleanser we’ve tried. It’s a water-soluble
formula, so it rinses off like soap, yet it leaves your
skin feeling hydrated with no oily residue. If ordinary
cleansers leave your skin feeling tight or dry, this is
the cleanser for you.With its hazelnut oil, chamomile,
ginseng and lavender oil, it’s restorative and refreshing. It doesn’t just feel and smell good, it is good for
all skin types. You’ll love that the tube seems to last
forever too. Certified organic. (7 oz)
B30601 $33.95
all skin types

When cleansing is this easy, you have no excuse
for not taking your makeup off! Made with 100%
natural cotton, these gentle wipes are soaked
in organic orange water, mango and aloe vera
extract. They remove dirt, grease and makeup
without alcohol. You don't even need to rinse!
Suitable for all skin types, they're 100% natural
and 100% biodegradable. Includes 25 wipes.
B42701 $9.95
isabellacatalog.com

Enessa Seaweed Bio-Exfoliant
Up your game with kakadu plum, green
tea extracts, pink Himalayan salts and
pinus pinaster. Pinus pinaster provides
high-powered anti-radical activity and
soothes like nothing else. This new formula is gentle and easy to wash off.
Even those with rosacea can use it,
although we recommend you mix it in
your hand with a small amount of water
first. Your serums and moisturizers will
penetrate more deeply when you use this
scrub regularly. (2.5 oz)
B31061 $48.95
normal, oily & dry skin | anti- aging

Pumpkin Enzyme Peel
You'll look like you just stepped out
of the spa with this all natural fruit
acid/10% glycolic polymer formula.
It's extremely rich in Vitamin A and
is made from concentrated pumpkin
extract, pumpkin enzymes, essential
oils and more refreshing ingredients.
It will deep clean and minimize pores
without artificial color, fragrance or
preservatives. Apply weekly and follow with toner, serum and moisturizer. Not recommended for those
with rosacea. (1.5 oz)
B10397 $64.95

888-481-6745

“

Once a week I treat my senior citizen facial skin to this pleasant-smelling, gentle exfoliant. Then I am amazed at the
smoothness and glow. I have Rosacea, which has not acted
up since I started taking better care of my skin. I believe this
product is a major factor in my skin care.
–Riki

”

“

I have tried every peel and scrub out there and this is the only
one that gives results you can actually feel. The minute you wash
this peel off your face, you will immediately feel a smoother,
softer complexion that drinks in moisturizer like never before.
I use it once a week and my skin has never looked better. Not
to mention the fabulous pumpkin aroma that always makes me
feel like it's a crisp fall day.
–Lori

”

earth tone
Luxurious Bamboo Charcoal Facial Brush
If you have combination or sensitive skin, this is the perfect way togently exfoliate. Even with the ultra-soft bamboo charcoal fibers, this brush gets the job
done! Wet the brush, add your favorite cleanser, grasp the wooden handle
and move in small circles around your face and neck. Rinse well, then pat your
skin dry and moisturize. Make this a weekly ritual and you'll be living in softer,
dewier skin. (3" long)
B40403 $14.95

Milky Rich Facial Bar

Facial Cleansing Wipes
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all skin types | anti-aging | safe for rosacea

”

all skin types | safe for rosacea

Magic in a bar! The heart of this luxurious soap is goat milk which is
naturally high in essential fatty acids. Add a little water and you'll make
a rich, creamy lather that cleans your skin thoroughly but does not strip it.
Leaves all skin types with a healthy glow!
B17284 $9.95

Soap Lifts - Set of 3
Soap Lifts keep your favorite bars of soap away from the slimy water at
the bottom of your soap dish. Your soap will last much longer! Use as is
or cut to fit your soap dish. (4.5" long)
B40843 Earth Tone $18.95
B42528 Rose Garden $18.95

all skin types | anti-aging

Chlorophyll Exfoliant
sale Polish dull skin and draw impurities from blocked pores with a

gentle combination of essential fatty acids, phytonutrients and minerals. This Vermont-made exfoliant helps reverse the effects of environmental toxins and reduces inflammation while nourishing your skin.
It's preservative free and made with organic, fair trade and sustainably
harvested ingredients. (1.7 oz)
B42985 $49.95 $44

Exfolia Beauty Cloth
Give your pores a deep, gentle clean,
allowing moisturizer to penetrate more
deeply. Thinner than human hair, the
unique fibers on this cloth get under
dead skin cells for delicate removal. Collects 99% of skin impurities. Not recommended for those with rosacea. (9" sq)
B12186 $9.95
888-481-6745
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· tone ·

· nourish ·

all skin types | anti-aging
normal & oily skin | anti-aging

Jadience Purifying Toner
With a formula based on traditional Asian
medicine, this blend of astragulus, green tea
extract, and ginseng helps to smooth, nourish and rejuvenate problematic skin. It also
contains a touch of jade powder, believed
for centuries to slow down the aging process.
This is a serious toner that will bring you serious
results, removing excess oil and dead skin cells
that clog pores and create blackheads. It has
a clean, earthy scent, making it a great aftershave splash for men as well. (4 fl oz)
B15859 $19.95

Enessa PlantCell Lifting Serum

“

I LOVE this toner! I've been seeking a more age-appropriate
way to fight my oily skin and acne and this is it. It takes care
of the oil but leaves my skin feeling healthy and radiant. It is
also gentle enough to use on the delicate skin of my neck and
upper chest and that skin hasn't looked this good since high
school. This product is now a permanent fixture in my routine.
–Herbie

all skin types

Cucumber Hydrosol

”

You'll want to keep this refreshing
toner mister handy all year long!
Hydrosol is made by distilling fresh
fruit, flowers, or leaves in water.
This cucumber mist will help to balance and restore your skin, as well
as give you a boost of amazing aroma, reminding you of those bright
summer days! Mist your skin to hydrate, tone, tighten and brighten.
Made in USA. (4 fl oz)
B43398 $25.95

This stand-out serum contains live active
plant cells to revive your cellular metabolism
and help your skin regenerate. The star of this
serum is Kakadu Plum Extract, which has the
highest amount of Vitamin C of any fruit in the
world. Most Vitamin C in skin care products is
not stable, making it hard to preserve. None
of the antioxidants and bioactives are lost
due to state-of-the-art processing methods,
so this serum is stable and delivers powerful
results. The Kakadu Plum contains phytochemicals which have antibacterial, antiviral,
and antifungal properties. It has also shown
anti-inflammatory, anti-tumor, and antimutagenic activities. (1 oz)
B43712 $109.95

normal, oily & dry skin | anti-aging

Vita-A Complex
Ask dermatologists what the best anti-aging
treatment is, and chances are they’ll recommend a product with retinol. It’s proven to
help stimulate collagen and boost elastin
production. Vita-A Complex is our favorite
over-the-counter skin saver. The glycolic acid
breaks down cellular debris while the retinol
stimulates cell turnover and collagen synthesis.
The result is the gradual elimination of unhealthy cells and the accelerated emergence
of younger, fresher skin. This serum can boost
the effectiveness of other treatments. (1 oz)
B10398 $84.95

normal & dry skin
normal & combination skin

Vitamin C Quench Face Tonic
Spray a light mist of this antioxidant rich tonic packed with vitamin C and uplifting essential oils. The tonic works to fight free radicals, brighten pigmentation spots and keeps your skin's pH in balance. Just spray over your face after
cleansing and follow with your serums and moisturizer. USA. (3.4 oz)
B43471 $34.95
normal & oily skin | anti-aging

Bee Fresh Toner
No more dull and dry skin! After washing, tighten and instantly restore your skin's pH with this heavenly-scented toner.
Lightly mist your face and feel the lavender and chamomile
relax your skin. Neroli and geranium will alleviate stress lines;
rose and ylang ylang will uplift and pink grapefruit will pull it
all together for a youthful glow. Continue to use throughout
the day and Bee Fresh! (4 oz)
B43058 $25.95
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all skin types | anti-aging | safe for rosacea

Enessa Neroli HydraTone
Formulated with hyluronic acid,
which has the ability to hold in
moisture like nothing else, this
mist is the first thing you should
reach for after cleansing. In addition to powerful plant actives that
soothe, tone and hydrate, this restorative facial mist has the benefits of neroli, which is known to
soften wrinkles and stimulate new
cell growth. It's rich in nutrients
that protect the skin from free radicals and help boost cell renewal.
When you use this toner prior to
your moisturizer, it is absorbed
quickly, giving your skin a healthy
glow. (3.3 fl oz)
B43491 $48.95

“

This PlantCell lifting serum makes my skin radiant. My skin feels
energetic and looks younger. I love that serum! I look forward to
using it morning and evening and I've started seeing results after
the 1st week. I would defiantly buy it again- oh and the smell is
amazing, thank you for making natural products that also work!
–Gilli

Phyt’s Anti-Aging Firming Serum
Created by a French naturopathic biologist, this firming serum is a certified organic vitamin cocktail with
tightening, smoothing and regenerating properties.
It also contains yeast, zinc, and 16 amino acids. After
cleansing and toning your skin in the morning and evening, apply over your face, neck, and décolletté. When
you feel a tightening sensation, apply your moisturizer.
You’ll want to use it every day! (1 oz)
B34567 $89.95

I had been looking for a retinol product to work with my
glycolic acid face wash to refine my skin and reduce fine lines.
This is it! In the three weeks I have been using this, the results
are dramatic! Very soft skin! Noticeably fewer lines! Reduced
"age spots"! In the last week, two people have asked, "Just
how old are you?" And their response to my answer is, "But
you don't look like you're 69!!"
–Nancy

”

all skin types | anti-aging

Instant Tightening and Restoring
Serum
It's not magic, just a groundbreaking formula of effective ingredients. This serum
rapidly reduces the appearance of wrinkles.
The naturally occurring minerals have a lifting effect that will astound you! Under-eye
puffiness diminishes and pores shrink with
this restoring serum. (.5 oz)
B42106 $94.95

.

Organic Rosehip Oil
new Rosehip oil is nature's remedy for damaged skin.
It's a soothing yet firming treatment, excellent for all
skin types, even highly sensitive skin. The natural formula leaves skin feeling smooth and nourished and doesn't
clog pores. (1 fl. oz.)
B43827 $27.95

BEFORE

AFTER
888-481-6745
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natural skincare

natural skincare

isabella skincare routine

isabella skincare routine

· moisturize ·

all skin types

Cherry Blossom Healing Soothe
With a blend of shea butter and sunflower seed oil, this cream is formulated
to soothe dry rosacea. It protects skin
from burning sensations without clogging pores. The Soothe also contains
willowherb extract, which has been
shown to decrease redness and inflammation even more efficiently than 1%
Hydrocortisone. With an all-star cast of
ingredients, including horse chestnut,
butcher's broom, and cherry extract,
it's a powerful antioxidant with a heavenly aroma. (1.3 fl oz)
B12985 $65.95
normal & dry skin | anti-aging

all skin types

“

Enessa Plant Cell Eye Cream

I have been buying Cherry Blossom Soothe for at least 15
years. I have rosacea and live in the desert of Arizona. I use
this stuff wherever I feel dry... on burns very lightly pat it on, on
my face and elbows and even my fingernails. It is wonderful.
Just a little bit goes a long way toward moisturizing my skin.
The "grease" soaks in to help keep my skin healthy. Great stuff!
–Carol

Using only non-nanotechnology zinc oxide
as the active ingredient, this moisturizer is
certified organic. Argan oil, rosehip oil and
extracts of pomegranate and green tea give
your skin the daily protection it needs. Natural essential oils give this moisturizer a very
pleasing fragrance. Non-comedogenic and
fantastic under makeup, this moisturizer provides broad spectrum SPF protection without
the greasy sunscreen feel. It’s the perfect size
to keep in your purse, too! (1.75 fl oz)
B17253 $68.95

360 Renewal Créme
Packed with powerful ingredients like cooling
cucumber water, hydrating hyaluronic acid
and calming electric daisy extract this vegan
face cream will restore your youthful glow. Super star ingredient, electric daisy extract and
provides Botox like results by relaxing muscle
tension beneath the skin reducing the appearance of wrinkles. This serum-like moisturizer
works with your skin to reduce fine lines and
stimulate collagen production. (1.5 oz)
dry skin | anti-aging
B43114 $79.95

Enessa's PlantCell Eye Cream employs the latest advances
in plant-based bio-research. With the addition of Iris Pallida Leaf extract to repair damaged skin at the molecular
level, the cream improves density and elasticity of the skin.
Sea buckthorn extract helps increase cell regeneration and
buckwheat extract fortifies veins and capillaries, increasing
circulation of high-quality organic oils. Lastly, organic essential oils of rose and chamomile act as a wrinkle defense and
an anti-inflammatory to reduce puffiness. (.5 oz)
B43512 $89.95

“

”

Enessa Sol

dry skin | anti-aging

· target ·

all skin types | anti-aging

Sea-Chi Ultra C Facial Moisturizer
This luscious, emollient cream for dry and mature skin is rich and healing
without feeling heavy. Organic Rosehip Seed Oil regenerates and replenishes the skin with an abundance of vitamins C and A. High in plant
steroids, Organic Avocado Oil helps to reduce blemishes and age spots
while working to rejuvenate the skin. Organic golden jojoba and borage
seed oils soften, restore moisture and soothe irritations.
B40842 1 oz. $27.95
B40842 2 oz. $49.95

BEFORE

BEFORE

Looking for a safe, natural and easy way to
reduce those stubborn lines around your
lips, eyes, or mouth? These small, soft adhesive bandages help iron-out lines. Peel
the paper back from the hypoallergenic,
latex-free patch, smooth out facial lines with
your fingers, apply the patch over top, and
let it work its magic! The patch should be
worn for at least 3 hours for best results, but
you can wear them overnight. With continued use, you'll notice those lines lifting off
your face. To remove, wet the patch slightly with water.
B16436 Forehead and Between Eyes (144 patches)
B42249 Frownies Lip Line Treatment (60 patches)
B16418 Corners of Eyes and Mouth (144 patches)
B42370 Rose Water Hydrator Spray

all skin types | anti-aging

Dark Spot Corrector and Brightening Cream

$24.95
$24.95
$24.95
$15.95
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Enessa Clove Acne Control
Sea-Chi Crème
This amazing product goes on light and penetrates easily. Chock full of
healthful, natural ingredients such as kombucha tea, jojoba oil, Bulgarian
rosewater and olive squalane oil, it’s an alchemist’s dream formula. It’s a
great moisturizer that is also helpful for burns, blemishes, psoriasis, and eczema. The light, fresh fragrance appeals to both men and women. (4.17 oz)
B5185 $54.95

”

Frownies Treatment

normal & oily skin | treats acne

all skin types | anti-aging | safe for rosacea

AFTER

AFTER

Bee Silk Moisturizing Crème
This rich, thick cream will leave your skin
feeling silky smooth. Packed with sunflower oil, which is rich in vitamin E, it works to
protect the skin against damage from the
sun and free radicals. This cream absorbs
quickly and is gentle enough to use on
your face, neck and décolletage but you
can also use it on your arms, elbows and
feet. Once you try this luscious cream your
skin will be begging for more! (4 oz)
B42966 $29.95

This eye cream is amazing.I noticed a difference in the skin under
my eyes after one application.The fine lines seemed to disappear overnight.My eyes are very sensitive and my eyes are not
irritated by this cream.It takes a very small amount of cream so it
appears that a bottle of the cream will last a long time, making
it cost effective as well.I couldn't be happier with my purchase.
–PG

Enessa’s products prove that you don’t need toxic ingredients
to effectively fight acne. This organic formula, with anti-bacterial
clove, is designed to fight deeper, cystic acne. It also contains
jojoba oil to moisturize the skin. While a bit counter intuitive,
deeply moisturizing skin with acne allows it to become calmer
and produce less oil, which leads to clearer skin. (.5 fl oz)
B4352 $58.95

Hydrate and nourish your skin while diminishing uneven skin tones.
This product includes powerful ingredients like oil-soluble Vitamin-C, Swiss
Snow Algae, and Coral Grass. Vitamin-C helps to minimize the appearance
of dark spots while evening your skin tone. Swiss Snow Algae helps increase
collagen production and improve cellular stress resistance to slow down the
aging process. Coral Grass moisturizes while improving your skin texture.
With regular use, ideally morning and night, you will see it work its magic.
Useful for face, neck, décolleté and hands. Made in the USA. (1 fl oz)
B42991 $124.95
normal & dry skin | anti-aging

Enessa Argan Gold Elixir
Michelle Ornstein, founder of Enessa Aromatherapy, formulated this product with organic Argan oil specifically
for the neck and décolleté area. Found exclusively in
Morocco, Argan oil contains high levels of essential fatty
acids which repair and protect the skin at a cellular level.
It’s rich in Vitamin E, a powerful anti-oxidant. This elixir’s
molecular proteins create a tightening effect on the skin
and research has shown that the frequent application of
Argan oil restores the skin’s water-lipid layer, helping to
neutralize free radicals, increasing the nutrient and oxygen levels in skin cells. (1 fl oz)
B15033 $94.95
888-481-6745
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Lash Brilliance

natural cosmetics

all natural MAKEUP
Our collection of natural makeup products will bring out your natural beauty.
These products are safe and effective and will give you a fresh-faced look.

natural cosmetics

Get amazing lashes without any toxic ingredients. Using cutting edge technologies, this product uses the
potent peptide Myristoyl Pentapeptide-17 for increased
eyelash thickness. Apple Stem Cells are also incorporated to encourage thicker and longer growth while
preventing graying! Used faithfully every day, you can
enjoy results within six weeks. If you are being treated
for any ocular disorder or have had previous eye surgery
(including cataract surgery), use under the supervision
of a physician. (.25 oz)
B16693 $94.95

Brown

Eyebrow Pencil

Phyt’s Undereye Concealer
Not only does this product help minimize under-eye circles, it
does so without looking cakey like other concealers often do.
Active ingredients such as horse chestnut, which decongests
and encourages circulation, and Palmarosa, which stimulates
new cell growth, combine to give your skin a healthy radiance.
Because it conceals rather than covers, one shade works with
many skin tones. We’ve seen it perform beautifully on skin
ranging from fair to dark caramel brown. You’ll also love that
it’s actually repairing and protecting your skin while refreshing
those tired-looking eyes. (.21 oz)
Black
B30598 $25.95

Phyt's Organic Lengthen & Curl Mascara

Innocence

Grace

Plume

Primrose

Eternity Lipstick
Toxic and synthetic ingredients have no business anywhere
near your mouth! That's why these lipsticks are made with 100%
natural, cruelty-free, and vegan ingredients. They're even made
in the USA. But don't think you have to sacrifice conscience
for quality. These colors will stay put all day long. (0.14 oz)
B43452 $24.95

Red Roses Lip Rouge
Enhance your lips with a color that is uniquely yours. This all-natural lip rouge adds a transparent color to your lips that reacts
with your skin and body chemistry to bring up a blush that is
yours alone. Apply a little for a touch of color or continue to use
throughout the day for a lush, rich, pout. Organic jojoba oil and
pure beeswax work together to nourish your lips allowing the
perfect match of hydration and color. (.15 oz.)
B43022 $18.95

The Anywhere Multistick
Sometimes it's easier to keep things simple!
Apply a little of our Creme Blush Stick to your
cheeks and blend in with your fingers or a brush
for an easy, fresh glow! It can also be used on
lips or anywhere you think your face could use
a boost of energy! The color is a soft mauve;
perfect for most skin tones! (.32 oz)
B42992 $36.95
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Soothing Shea Lip Balm
We chose this lip balm for its simple yet
effective ingredients. There are no fragrances, just shea butter, beeswax, coconut oil, and Vitamin E. All of which will
feel extremely soothing and nourishing on
your lips. Even the packaging is beautiful,
it's made without plastic and is recyclable—a bonus! (0.28 oz.)
B43478 $9.95

We all want long, thick, healthy eyelashes. What better way to acquire them than with organic ingredients and a multi-functional wand that's more like a
hairbrush for your lashes? This formula, rich in natural
vegetal waxes and oils, will nourish and strengthen
lashes, instantly transforming your look. The uniquely
contoured brush will have you seeing and feeling real
results. Choice of Brown or Black. (.32 oz)
B41166 $28.95

Blonde

Brown

Nothing can transform a face like an eyebrow makeover! If you have light or
sparse brows, this ultra-soft pencil will give them a naturally fuller look and
help frame your face beautifully. With organic ingredients like jojoba and
shea butter, this pencil is perfect for sensitive or allergy-prone skin and will
last all day and night! Choice of Brown for dark brows or Blonde for light
or grey brows. (5" long)
B42666 $18.95

Brown

Black

Soft Eyeliner
A high-quality eyeliner is a necessary staple in every makeup bag. This is
the pencil you want. Voted best all natural eyeliner, this soft pencil is ideal
for sensitive skin and will bring definition to your eyes. You'll love how
easy it is to apply and how long it lasts, but the best part is the high-quality, organic ingredients. Choice of Black or Brown. (5" long)
B42667 $18.95

Quad Eye Shadow - Soft Neutrals
With four stunning vegan shades that
can be seamlessly blended or stand on
their own, this compact is all you need
when it comes to eyeshadow. The versatile shades are great for creating evening looks or more casual daytime vibes.
Each palette includes smoothe matte
and pearl finish shades. USA.
B43453 $26.95

Vegan Pore Minimizing Finishing Powder
Spray this powder onto your makeup brush then apply evenly to your face
for an all-day, fresh-faced look. It will set your makeup so you won't have to
reapply throughout the day. The powder works well with all skin tones. Made
in the USA. (6.75 g)
B43101 $28.95

Lavera Lip Balm Repair - Set of 2
This newly formulated Lip Repair balm from Lavera is
quite the wonder. They’ve added organic pomegranate, organic Brazil nut oil and mango seed butter to the
original base for an extra protective barrier from the elements. The clear balm is formulated with a base of organic flower and plant extracts and rich butters and oils.
Has a clean, unobtrusive flavor. (0.15 oz each)
B35576 $17.95

Emani Pressed Mineral Foundation

.

Mineral Powder Rouge
new This is not the kind of blush that just sits on your face then settles into little creases. This is the kind of powder blush that gives you a lit-from-within glow
and adds the look of good health to your face! It's silky, blendable, hydrating
and organic—all the qualities you've come to expect from Lavera. (1.1 oz)
B41209 Mineral Powder Rouge
$26.95
B43592 Vegan Blush Brush
$24.95

With a passion for healthy skin and a healthy environment, Emani
pressed mineral foundations are the natural makeup choice. You’ll look
great but hardly notice you’re wearing makeup! Because of their purity,
these foundations are ideal for people with sensitive or acne-prone skin
and rosacea. Comes with a washable anti-bacterial sponge. Fair is best
for porcelain skin. Most other skintones can wear Medium. (.45 oz)
B12941 Fair
$35.95
B12942 Medium $35.95
888-481-6745
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accessories

learn a little about

TOOLS of the trade

CBD…

cbd-enhanced

Cannabidiol, or CBD, seems to be everywhere! But what is it, and what does it do? To begin with, CBD is not
medical marijuana and will not cause you to feel intoxicated. All the CBD products we carry are derived from
marijuana's cousin, hemp, and contain less than .3% of THC, the psychoactive compound in cannabis. Many
people find it helps lessen pain and relieves anxiety. Best of all, the World Health Organization has declared
that CBD is non-addictive and non-habit forming!
Lay-n-Go Cosmetic Bag - Purple Paisley
Finally, a drawstring makeup bag that allows you to clearly see everything inside. When you open it up, it turns into a flat, 20" washable
surface where you can spread out your collection of tools and makeup. The lip around the edge keeps things from rolling off the counter.
It's machine washable, so it will always look fresh. When you're done
just pull the drawstring, and it turns back into a cute purple clutch.
Made from soft, water-repellent material.
B42590 Lay-n-Go Cosmetic Bag - Purple Paisley $39.95
B35652 Lay-n-Go Cosmetic Bag - Solid Purple $34.95

Ultimate Spa Headband
Natural Shea Pain Relief Balm with CBD

Sometimes our hair can get in the way of giving ourselves a proper beauty
treatment! If you have longer hair, this band has a handy slot for your ponytail,
and if your hair is shorter, it works just as well! Made of microfiber and secures
with velcro. (26" long)
B43427 $19.95

.

Natural Stone Facial Roller
new These natural stone massagers have been a staple in skincare rou-

tines since the 7th century. The natural stones are known for their restorative properties and can help to stimulate the lymphatic system promoting facial drainage which can reduce puffiness and smooth out fine lines.
Two different sized stones, allow you to target various areas of your face.
We recommend using it in conjunction with your favorite facial moisturizer
or serum to increase product absorption and for a more intense cooling
effect, try placing it in the freezer! Choice of Jade or Rose Quartz.
B43702 $28.95

Micro Facial Derma Roller
Increase your skin's collagen production with this amazing tool. Collagen is an antidote to the thinner skin associated with aging. Using this microneedling tool can
also enhance the efficacy of other anti-aging treatments you use on your skin by
boosting absorption. We think you'll be amazed at the result you see from gentle
use of this simple, effective tool. .25mm. (5" long)
B42987 $24.95

Twist-N-Roll Hair Removal Tool
We've all got pesky stray hairs in unwanted places and know how evasive they
can be when we're going at them with a pair of tweezers. Simply twist and roll the
device, and without much effort it removes hairs you didn't even know you had!
Especially effective for your chin, neck and upper lip. You'll love the smooth finish
it leaves. Assorted colors. We'll choose for you. (7.5" long)
B40386 $14.95
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Stimulating Jade Roller
This handy Jade Roller is my go-to skincare tool. You can use it from
head to toe, for everything from stimulating hair growth and increasing
collagen production to cellulite treatment! Incorporate this multi-use
tool with your skincare regimen to maximize the benefits of your natural skincare products. (6.5" x 3")
B43228 $36.95

Healing Ice Roller
Treat yourself to some me time with this
luxurious dual facial and body roller.
Made with high-quality surgical stainless steel, this roller will help increase
circulation, reduce swelling, and relieve
tension that can cause headaches.
It can even be used to calm a sunburn.
The benefits are endless!
B43425 $22.95

There might be hundreds of pain relief balms on the market, but we LOVE
this one! Made with a base of moisturizing shea butter, this balm carries the
benefits of 50mg of hemp-derived CBD into your body through your skin,
helping to provide relief from the pain associated with muscle aches, soreness, and chronic joint pain. For maximum therapeutic effects, it's made
with arnica oil, and essential oils like black pepper, cinnamon, eucalyptus,
ginger, peppermint, and wild oregano. This powerful pain relief balm can
be used anywhere on the body. (2 oz)
B43292 $39.95

Palo Santo & Sage Soap with CBD
Find balance and nourish your skin with
this natural stress-relieving body bar.
Hand-crafted with the perfect balance
of peaceful botanicals, let the sage, palo
santo and cedarwood clear your mind
while jojoba, sweet almond, aloe, and
hemp oil nourish your body. Enhanced
with 50mg of hemp-derived CBD, this
body bar is vegan, gluten-free, soy-free,
GMO-free and cruelty-free. Oh, and did
we mention, it's beautiful too! (4 oz)
B43325 $16.95

Natural Anti-Aging Lip Balm with CBD
Help reduce fine lines and wrinkles around your sensitive lip area using this
Coconut Oil based Lip Balm with with 50mg of hemp-derived CBD. As an
added bonus, the natural peppermint flavor also plumps your lips due to
increased blood flow. Use daily to maintain moisture and more often to
treat already dry, chapped lips. This lip balm will become a staple in your
lip care repertoire! (.1 oz)
B43295 $16.95

The statements contained in our product descriptions
have not been evaluated by the Food & Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat,
cure, or prevent any disease. If you are pregnant, nursing,
taking medications, or have a medical condition, always consult a physician before use. We recommend you check your
specific state laws for any restrictions before ordering.

.

Rosemary Mint CBD Hand Sanitizer
new Enjoy a hand sanitizer that soothes your skin instead of just irritat-

ing it! This 99.9% effective version is made with a blend of replenishing
rosemary and mint botanicals and hemp CBD. It’s also enriched with aloe
vera to help moisturize while your disinfect. (2oz /100mgCBD)
B43680 $12.95

350mg Muscle & Joint Heat
Relief Roll On
new Heat therapy can be incredibly

.

soothing on tired joints and limbs. This
pharmacist-formulated blend of vegan
ingredients like cayenne extract, Vitamin E, and rosemary oil help to provide
warming comfort, support youthful skin,
and reduce stress. The roll-on applicator
makes this product easy to apply, perfect for tossing into your bag and taking
it on the go to support your everyday
wellness routine. (3oz./350mg of CBD)
B43696 $59.95

CBD Muscle & Joint Relief Salve
Ease aches and pains with the incredible
powers of CBD. Massage the all-natural,
organic salve into sore areas to ease inflammation and relieve pain. The 100% natural
hemp used in the salve is grown organically
in the USA. (2oz / 1000mg CBD)
B43361 $99.95

Warming Aches Away Salve with CBD
Take your muscle aches away using this warming salve.
With CBD and a hefty dose of anti-inflammatory herbs including cayenne and ginger, this stick really brings the heat
for strong, targeted relief from sore, stiff joints, and strained
muscles. (.75oz/ 75mg CBD)
B43293 $19.95

find more CBD RELIEF online
888-481-6745
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natural health

natural health

nature's

REMEDIES

Cure what ails you with simple, pure solutions from Mother Nature,
from soothing heat therapy to time-honored medicinal herbs.

Portable Thermo Shiatsu Massage Cushion

Arthritis Relief Salve
Clear My Head
With a healing blend of botanicals and essential oils, this natural remedy is
effective and easy to use. For relief of sinus pressure or headaches, simply
open the jar and inhale the aromas for 5-7 breaths. The blend of eucalyptus,
rosemary, lavender, peppermint, tea tree and more is perfect for relieving sinusitis, congestion, stress and fatigue. Just recap the jar when you're
done and go about your day with a clear head.
B42675 $19.95

You'll be as astonished as we were at how well this all-natural recipe works.
We passed this salve around to office mates who suffer from arthritis and joint
inflammation, and their reactions were nothing short of amazement as they felt
relief. They were again able to move without pain from inflamed joints and stiff,
sore or strained muscles. (2 oz)
B40527 $13.95
Combining the science of herbology
with the power of jade, this patch includes Green Tea, Astragulus Root and
Fennel which stimulates metabolism, increases energy and encourages fat loss
while firming and tightening the skin.
The cleansing effect also reduces toxins
and aids in emotional stability. You simply apply the patch and wear it for 3-8
hours. Try it yourself! Includes twelve
1" diam. patches.
B43016 $28.95

Now you can have the benefits of nasal irrigation
without the messy water! As you breathe the
salty air, micron-size salt particles penetrate the
respiratory system for beneficial results. Effective
for up to 5 years with daily use. Porcelain. Use by
only one person recommended. (Ages 8+)
B12434 Himalayan Salt Inhaler $39.95
B13155 Replacement Salt
$10.95

Memory Support

In ancient times, when horses were released
where sea buckthorn grew, they emerged
with shiny coats after feeding on the berries.
It’s no wonder, considering their high amounts of
Omega fatty acids, including the elusive Omega
7. It's great for hair, skin and nails! Studies have
also identified more than 190 biologically active
nutrients in the berries. The wildcrafted berries in
these softgels are hand harvested in Himalayan
villages, helping improve their economies.
B15613 60 softgels $34.95
B34101 180 softgels $79.95
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Migraine Relief Eye-Mask
new With options for both warm and cold relief, this eye mask will help melt

away the tension that can cause migraines. Just place in the microwave or freezer, sit back, relax, and enjoy the gentle weight on your tired eyes. The cheerful
floral pattern alone will relax you! Lovingly hand-made with cotton and linen with
all-natural, un-scented filling. (9" long)
B43543 $39.95

All Natural Slimming Patch

Himalayan Salt Inhaler

Sea Buckthorn Oil Softgels

With this portable, massaging back support cushion, you can bring your
personal masseuse with you on all your long car rides, work days and
more. Featuring 4, state-of-the-art rotating Shiatsu massage rollers and
deep penetrating infrared heat, this cushion will have you melting into
your chair. Choose the just massage setting or massage and heat for
when you really need some relaxation. (16" x 13")
B42515 $119.95

One dropper of this blueberry concentrate equals 1/4 cup of
wild blueberries and offers all the same benefits! Plus, it contains bilberry, elderberry, and pomegranate for even more antioxidant power! It’s sugar and caffeine-free, was grown without
pesticides, and no enzymes or high temperatures were used in
processing. Nothing artifical was added to this memory building
support. (60 servings, 2 fl oz)
B11418 $21.95

Natural Bug Repellent
Keep bugs from biting without using DEET! This bug repellent
smells great and moisturizes your skin and its blend of essential
oils helps deter bugs from biting. Safe for children and great for
pets too! We have used it to keep away mosquitoes, black flies,
deer flies, ticks, and no-see-ums.
B40625 4oz Spray
$18.95
B43723 .75oz Travel Stick $8.95

Arnica Pain Relief
Arnica-flower is an age old-remedy for pain relief. It serves as an anti-inflammatory to ease stiffness, soreness and bruises. This blend will be
your savior when you're experiencing muscle pain. All are infused with
essential oils of lavender, eucalyptus, sweet birch and more. Choose the
lotion for a smooth, silky texture, the whipped arnica cream for a light
and airy option, or the stick for on-the-go relief. Made in the USA.
B42802 4 oz Whipped Cream
$17.95
B42801 4 fl oz Lotion 		
$17.95
B42995 2 oz Body Rub 		
$12.95

.

Hot & Cold Neck Therapy Wrap
new Nothing encourages relaxation quite like draping a warm wrap around

your neck. We all know the feeling. Treat yourself to the luxury of this therapeutic
neck wrap. It can be used warm or cold and is lovingly hand-made with natural
materials. (28" long)
B43544 $49.95

Aching Head Rub

As soon as I tried Little Moon Essentials’ Aching
Head Rub I knew I had to share this amazing
product with you. This strong aromatic salve
soothes serious headache pain. The menthol
helps provide instant cooling relief and the essential oils of lavender, peppermint, and several
others are specific remedies for headaches and
stress. Rub your headache away, naturally! (1 oz)
B42965 $12.95

Happiness is Health Daily Pill Box
sale "I Have Decided to Be Happy Because it's Good for My Health"

Use this inspirational daily pillbox to keep your medicines organized
and remind you of the key to feeling good. Each one features that
beautiful mantra on the front and a BPA-free plastic divider on the
inside with the days of the week marked out. Holds pills up to 1" in
length. (4.5" wide).
B43289 $19.95 $16

.

Lavender Chamomile Hand Sanitizer
new We love this spray on hand sanitizer because not only does
it smell lovely and work effectively to kill germs on your hands, but
you can spray it on other surfaces as well. If you're nervous about a
shopping cart handle, just give it a good spray! Fits easily into your
pocket or purse. Stay safe out there! (2 oz.)
B43678 $8.95

.

Sea-Chi Purifying Botanical Hand Sanitizer
new We're all aware of the havoc harsh sanitizers can wreak

on our skin, especially when using them repeatedly throughout
the day. This organic formula will nourish and moisturize while
it sanitizes with the help of anti-bacterial and anti-microbial essential oils. You'll love the scents of Rose Geranium, Rosemary,
and Tea Tree. (2 oz.)
B43621 $18.95
888-481-6745
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SLEEP tight
Put an end to the tossing and turning. Discover a natural sleep aid that's right for you.
With a plant-based tonic, aromatherapy or soothing sounds, you'll have no problem
drifting off on those nights when sleep seems out of reach.

Lavender Sleep Mask
Handmade in Sonoma, California, this lavender silk sleep mask will bolster your beauty rest wherever you are, blocking out light and bathing you
in the calming scent of lavender. The elastic is comfortable, yet secure.
The mask comes in a lovely tulle gift bag. (8"by 3")
B42980 $19.95

.

Sleep Well Therapy Balm
new Utilize aromatherapy in your

Hair Fairy Pillowcase

White Noise Sleep Sound Machine
Transport yourself to a realm of relaxation with this versatile sound machine. Choose from 16 different sound options to assist in your sleep,
relaxation or meditation including ocean waves, gentle rain, chimes and
more signature soundscapes. With 6 and 8-hour sleep timers and a variety of
volume controls, you can personalize your experience. (4.5" in diam.)
B43366 $49.95

Of all the different options for hair and skin care, a pillowcase may not
be the first thing that comes to mind. Think again! A satin pillowcase is
a natural beauty solution that works while you sleep. While cotton pillowcases draw moisture out of your skin and hair during the night, satin allows you to retain that moisture. This pillowcase can help prevent
sleep lines and wrinkles, reduce hair frizz and tangles and maintain your
clear complexion. It even comes with a lavender organza sachet to help
you get your beauty sleep. Machine washable. Fits a standard pillow.
B42672 $36.95

Sleepy Ocean CD
Who doesn't love falling asleep to the soothing sounds of the ocean? This CD adds
something even better to the mix. When in
a deep sleep, your brain waves change to
slow-frequency delta waves, so this clinically
proven recording has blended those delta
pulses with the sounds of rolling waves to
help you fall asleep and stay asleep. After listening for a few minutes your brainwaves will
replicate the rhythm and you'll drift off into a
restful sleep. Total playing time 1 hr.
B42247 $11.95
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Moon Drops Homeopathic Sleep Therapy
If insomnia keeps you up at night, these amazing sleep
therapy lozenges may be just the sleep aid you need.
The homeopathic lozenges are in a base of organic
tapioca syrup, sucrose, and oil of vanilla. Moon Drops
are safe, effective, completely natural, and non-addictive. So if you are having trouble sleeping at night,
try them for a better night’s rest. Set of 3 boxes each
containing 30 drops.
B2441 $19.95

Dream Catcher Herbal Tea

Schzzam!

Sleep Salve
Let the aromas of bergamot, chamomile, lavender and lemon lull you into
a deep sleep. Massage this 100% natural salve into your neck, head and soles
of your feet before bedtime and inhale
deeply for sweet dreams. It's chemical and cruelty-free and is handmade
in Colorado. (3 oz)
B42682 $24.95

nighttime routine and rediscover the
meaning of well-rested. This 100% natural balm harnesses the soothing aromas of lavender, chamomile, palmarosa ho wood and more to help you quiet
your mind before bedtime. Just apply to your wrists, neck, and temples, inhale deeply, exhale with intention, and enjoy a restful night of sleep. (.17 oz)
B43697 $29.95

Lavender Rose Quartz Magnesium Oil Roll On
Combine the relaxing power of magnesium oil with the benefits of rose
quartz. This all-natural aromatherapy roll-on will help you to reduce stress
and open your heart, helping you see things more clearly. Vegan and cruelty-free. Organic. Fair Trade. (10 mL)
B43484 $24.95

Sweet Dreams Affirmations
sale Draw one of these cards before

sleep to draw inspiration or insight
from the land of dreams to the waking world. Key yourself more closely to
your intuition, while also surrendering
troubling thoughts to subconscious
solutions. Or use the cards to take positive thoughts with you into your sleep.
Includes 40 cards.
B43117 $14.95 $10

It happens to all of us. We're looking forward to a good
night's sleep, but the moment we lie down our mindsrun
wild. This syrup is the solution! With organic Schisandra berry and locally sourced honey, it quiets your
mind, calms your nerves and delights your taste buds!
Take 1/4 to 1/2 a teaspoon before bed and savor the syrup
by licking it slowly off the spoon. It will help you quiet your
over-active mind for a restful night. (4 fl oz)
B42684 $19.95

Unwind with a soothing cup of Dream Catcher tea, Flying Bird Botanical’s
#1 best-seller. Luxuriate in the rose petals, lavender flowers, organic orange peel and relaxing chamomile and catnip. There’s nothing like a cup
of this tea for a peaceful nightcap. (15 sachets)
B35268 $16.95

Natural Sleep Soothing Mist
A solid night's sleep is the cornerstone of a good day.
So when slumber seems an arm's length away, make sure
a bottle of Essence of Vali's most popular blend is within
reach. It contains soothing essences of lavender flowers,
cedarwood, marjoram leaves, and ylang-ylang petals to
help you relax and drift off to sleep. With the concentrated
essential oil form, just put a drop of the oil on a tissue and
inhale deeply. It can also be used in a diffuser. The Soothing Mist is perfect as a linen or room spray. Gently shake
the bottle and spritz on your sheets and the corners of your
pillowcase. (2 fl oz)
B40824 $9.95

Essential Oil Body Patches for Sleep
Natural body patches are found in some of the most prestigious spas
around the world and now they're available directly to you! Enjoy a new
way to deliver the power of aromatherapy as you relax into sleep. Crafted
using only natural ingredients, let the Lavender, Chamomile and Jasmine
Essential Oil Blend comfort you into blissful Sleep. Simply peel off one
side of the patch and adhere it on your upper chest! Leaves no grease or
oil and will not stain clothing or bedding. Patches may be worn for upto
24 hours. Each tin contains ten 2" by 3" patches.
B43531 $24.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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INTIMATE moments
There's always time to learn more about your body. Explore your potential for
pleasure with these new tools, either with your partner or as a bit of self-care.

inside

Feminine Moisture Supplement
Sibu has discovered yet another amazing benefit of the miracle berry, sea buckthorn. This twice-daily supplement solves the problem of feminine dryness naturally from the inside out. The key component is the omega-7 fatty acids which help to
restore epithelial tissue. This vegan-friendly supplement will help enhance comfort
and pleasure for women of any age. Includes 1 month supply. (60 soft gels)
B42673 $49.95

LET A JOLT OF ENERGY RUN THROUGH
YOUR BODY AND SEND YOUR SOUL FLYING
The Millionaire
Discover deep satisfaction with this discreet vibrator. Featuring 4 speeds
and 2 different pulsation modes, you're sure to find your ideal rhythm.
Designed for multiple forms of stimulation,"The Millionaire" is made from the
softest silicone and is 100% phthalate-free. It's even waterproof! (12.8 cm long)
B43489 $69.95

Enjoy a gentle moisturizing clean with
soothing botanical extracts that help to
restore healthy vaginal pH levels. 100%
vegan and free of artificial fragrances,
harsh soaps, and parabens, making it
perfect for daily use. Choose the Balance Feminine Wash (8 FL oz.) for the
shower and the bio-degradable Cleansing Wipes (12 individually wrapped) for
on-the-go freshness.
B42313 Wipes $12.95
B40877 Wash $16.95

.

innovative real-feel vulva vibrator. Because it fits perfectly into the palm of
your hand, the firm yet gentle silicone vibrator emulates human touch as it
organically cups the vulva. Four speeds and three pulsation modes on this
100% waterproof, rechargeable, silent vibrator ensure a graceful climax of
your liking with or without a partner. (9 cm long, USB charge)
B43681 The Ballerina 		 $229.95
B43605 USB Wall Adapter $7.95

.

ing the right lubricant can make your intimate
moments far more enjoyable. With its pure formula and optimal pH composition, this gel is
ideal for reducing discomfort and contributing
to your pleasure. (30 ml)
B43694 $34.95

Restore Lubricant
This high quality lubricant works well for intimate moments, but is also useful for overall vaginal health as it
accurately bio-matches healthy vaginal pH. Restore also
has beneficial lactobacilli for healthy vaginal conditions.
Its moisturizing properties are well-suited for vaginal
dryness women may experience around pregnancy or
menopause, and because it's unscented and is made with
soothing herbal ingredients, it works very well for women
with chemical sensitivities. Latex and toy friendly. (2 fl oz)
B35021 $24.95

Feminine Moisture Balm
Mini Curiosity Pleaser
Don't settle for just good. Make it great. Soft, quiet and powerful, this
smooth silicone vibrator is designed to focus sensation where it counts. With
3 different speeds, you can customize your experience however you'd like.
If you're curious, this is a great place to start. The compact design and long
battery life make it the perfect selection to bring along on a romantic getaway. Waterproof and 100% phthalate-free. (9.8 cm long)
B43488 $39.95
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Love that Works Book
new Wendy Strgar presents many couple's

stories and adds her insights, which you can
easily apply to your relationships, romantic or
not. A stimulating, helpful read!
B43505 $12.95

The artwork on this mug by Scottish illustrator Anna Wright, is both beautiful and relatable, making it a perfect gift for a close friend. After all,
who hasn't wanted to stand out from time to time. Fine Bone China,
Designed in England. Dishwasher safe. Holds 10 oz.
B43409 $24.95

Balance Moisturizing Wash &
Feminine Wipes

The Ballerina
new Discover a new kind of sensuality as you pamper yourself with this

Generous Gel
new Something as simple and easy as find-

Midlife Crisis Mug

Experiencing dryness "down there" can be a real
issue for some women at various times in their
lives due to hormonal changes. Vulva Balm will
help you feel like yourself again. This is meant for
external use, is not latex compatible and is made
only of the purest ingredients. Tested by a number of women in our office who are at different
stages of life, this product received thumbs up
all around. (1.25 fl oz)
B40408 $22.95

.

Charcoal Deodorant Collection
new Award-winning natural deodorants that combine natural char-

coal with magnesium and botanicals for protection that lasts all day.
The clear, smooth gliding formula won’t cake on skin or stain clothing.
Choice of Lavender Vanilla (Sweet Surrender) and Sensitive, Baking
Soda Free (True Blue, Blue Tansy).
B43719 $19.95

.

Organic Sensitive Deodorant
new Lavera has done it again with this alcohol-free

and aluminum-free deodorant for sensitive skin that
delivers lasting freshness all day long. The formulation is soothing thanks to organic aloe vera and organic calendula and has pleasing a light citrus smell.
It rolls on smoothly, dries quickly, and it will not stain
your clothes! (1.6 oz)
B43591 $17.95

Pit Powder for Women
Just shake a small amount of this stink-busting powder into your palm and rub it onto your underarm
area. Some customers have reported better results
if they apply it while they're still damp from showering. The ultra pleasant scent from essential oils with
citrus essential oils, patchouli, lavender, geranium,
tea tree and ylang-ylang. (4 oz)
B15611 $9.95
888-481-6745
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Tibetan Hoop Earrings

JEWELRY

These earrings are sophisticated, edgy,
glamorous, and fun! A portion of the profits is donated to the Tibetan Children’s Education Foundation, and the designers are
proud members of the Fair Trade Federation.
Choose from vermeil hoops, which are 18K
gold over sterling silver, or classic sterling
silver. (1.25" diam.)
B16847 Gold Vermeil		 $75.95
B11784 Silver					$59.95

Never go out of style, with these inspirational
pieces thoughtfully picked out just for you!

Labradorite Stone Earrings
This lightweight, minimalistic earring is
charming for any occasion, whether you
want to look polished or down-to-earth.
Labradorite is a magical stone believed
to open up possibilities and encourage
us to keep our head in the clouds.
14K gold-dipped wire earring is cadmium and nickel free.

.

Two-in-One Magical Labradorite Wrap
new This versatile piece featuring vegan suede and gorgeous labradorite

B43343 $18.95

Silver Lunar Crescent
Hoop Earrings
new Another versatile option

.

that can be paired with any look,
these hand-hammered hoops
are inspired by the texture of
the moon. Whether you're going
to the grocery store or having a
night out, you'll be reaching for
this pair again and again.
B43568 $18.95

.

Forever Graceful Collection
new Using elegant threading skills, these floating pieces of jewelry layer

natural stone, crystal, and brass beads on fine, shimmering silk thread to create a gracefully glittering collection of pieces that look great for any special
occasion. Plated brass clasps on the necklace and bracelet make it easy to
put on and off. The necklace is 18" end to end with an 11" drop, the bracelet
is 8" end to end, and the earrings have a 2.5" drop. Ethically Handmade in
Thailand and Fair Trade Certified.
B43793 Forever Graceful Necklace $29.95
B43794 Forever Graceful Earrings $14.95
B43795 Forever Graceful Bracelet $19.95

can be worn as a necklace or bracelet. The Labradorite known to be a stone of
magic is dipped in 14K gold. 23.5" length, adjustable sliding magnetic clasp
for easy versatile wear. A percentage of proceeds is donated to organizations
that help support and promote women.
B43441 $27.95

Celebrate rebirth and growth with this
delicate necklace featuring a beautifully detailed bird's nest. Three blue pearl
robin's eggs are set in an intricate pewter nest. Necklace is 16-18" long. Nest is
approx 1" in diameter. Made in the USA.
B42098 $34.95

.

Jewel Toned Glass Bead Necklace

.

Fire Dancer Magnetic Bracelet
new Inspired by Fire Dancers who skillfully use fire to create a visual display

of dance, this handmade bracelet combines pure copper, brass, and german
silver to create an elegant and timeless piece. This bracelet has two rare earth
magnets that are designed to fit against your pulse points, offering the benefits
of magnet therapy. Research has shown that magnetic fields attract and repel
charged particles in our bloodstream increasing circulation, stimulate tissue regeneration, and reducing pain. Available in Small (up to 6") or Medium (6-7")
adjustable sizes.
B43807 $49.95

Raw Baltic Amber Chakra Bracelet

Silver Leaf Earrings
Crafted by hand in Thailand, these sterling silver, lightweight earrings will add
the perfect touch to any outfit. The intricate and delicate leaf hangs from French
wires, about 1.25 inches in length.
B43047 $28.95
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Silver Swoop Gemstone Earrings
new An elegant swoop accented with

either luminescent pearl
or glossy, black hematite, each surrounded by sterling silver beads.
So light, you'll forget you're wearing them until you receive a compliment! Choice of Hematite or Pearl. (2" long)
B43810 $22.95

in the mood for. They're lightweight and minimalistic while still making
a statement. Opalite is thought to stimulate healing, while Amethyst is
known to bring a sense of calm and protection. (1 3/8" drop with sterling
silver dipped wire.)
B43566 Opalite
$24.95
B43440 Amethyst $24.95

Bird's Nest Necklace

Eco-Fashion Bamboo Earrings
new Up your eco-fashion game

with a pair of stunning and delicate
earrings made from one of the Earth's
most sustainable materials, bamboo!
They can even double as essential oil
diffusers! (2" long)
B43446 $14.95

.

Healing Stone Prism Hoops
new These are the kind of earrings that can adapt to any style you're

For thousands of years, Baltic Amber has
been believed to naturally accelerate our
immune system's ability to heal wounds
and reduce inflammation, as well as relieve
all kinds of aches and pains, headaches,
asthma, arthritis, and eczema without any
side effects. Combined with chakra balancing natural stones, this bracelet is a
statement piece that not only looks good
but does good for you. A percentage of
proceeds is donated to Feeding America.
B43339 $39.95

You'll appreciate the versatility of this vibrant beaded necklace, and it may quickly
become one of your favorite accessories.
Dress it up. Dress it down. Wear it long or
double it up. The 44 inches of continuous
strands of jewel-toned beads goes with
just about everything.
B40568 $18.95

.

Rainbow Moonstone Earrings
new Made with a lovely shaped hoop

of hammered silver with an elegant
moonstone medallion at the top. Definitely not a small earring but so beautiful
and straightforward, you'll feel special
when you wear them.
B43819 $39.95

888-481-6745
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Boho Hair and Neck Wrap
new There are many ways to wear our wraps with your hair to tame it on days

it just won't cooperate or make sure it stays out of your face. But right now, these
wraps have a secret superpower as a simple face mask for those quick shopping
trips. Just double it up around your neck and pull up over your nose and mouth.
It's that easy! (tubes are 9.5" across and about 20" long)
B40832 $14.95
Navy Red Border

Coral Sand

Navy Wildflowers

Sage Roses

watercolor medallion

baby pink

.

Magical Purse Light
new Quit searching blindly in the depths of your handbag for keys, lip-

stick, eyeglasses, etc. This clever little light will illuminate the contents of your
bag when you need to find something. With the help of sensors, the light
will turn on and off automatically when you're rummaging around. Once you
have your own, you'll buy these as gifts for all your friends! (2.75" diam.)
B43653 $34.95

.

Dreamsoft Multi-use Organic Travel Scarf
new When we're all moving about a little more, this organic cotton travel wrap

Each comes with a removable lining with plenty of pockets that doubles
as a cross-body bag. The 100% vegan leather is astonishingly soft, and
the outer pocket provides easy and organized access to essentials. (main
bag without strap is 12" tall)
B43620 $64.95
blue
with brown

will be just the thing to have on the road. Small enough to throw in your purse
and use when the AC is a bit too strong or evening breezes leave you chilled.
Soft and cozy, in neutral color blocks that go with everything! (54" by 59")
B43585 $49.95

Replacement Earring Backs & Wire Guards
If you like to wear french wire earrings, you know the wire
can sometimes work its way out of your ear. This essential addition to your jewelry box will allow you to wear
your earrings with confidence and not worry about losing
an earring. Made of hypoallergenic, translucent rubber.
Includes 144 backs.
B40313 $9.95

Heart Magnetic
Necklace Fastener

.

Classic Hobo Handbag
new The versatility of this hobo-style Included Crossbody
Bag
tote bag will quickly make it a favorite.

stone
with black

merlot
with brown

slate
with brown

Decorative Magnetic Button

These easy-to-use Necklace Fasteners are perfect for when you
need a little help fastening bracelets or necklaces. Attach the Necklace Fastener clasp to each end
of your necklace then easily snap
the clasp together with the super
strong magnets. These little devices are real life-savers! Choice of
Silver or Gold.
B43706 $24.95

Keep scarves and sweaters in place with this versatile accessory.
The double sided, ornamental magnet can act as a button for an open
cardigan or a decorative brooch for a scarf. You'll find so many ways to
adorn your accessories! (24mm in diam.)
B42497 Black Crystal $18.95
B42497 Antique Silver $16.95

.

Collapsible Cork Glasses Case
new You want to keep your glasses in great condition, but you don't always
want a bulky case taking up valuable space in your bag. We get it! This cork
case folds flat when you aren't using it. You'll never want to travel without it!
B43556 $13.95

.

Funfetti Blue Light Readers
new These flattering cat-eye frames have a modern twist that will stand out

in a crowd, but they're more than a fashion statement. Protective technology in
these lenses reduces the harmful blue light emitted by digital screens by at least
40%. Choose between +0.00 (no magnification), +1.00, +2.00, +2.50, or +3.00.
B43549 $24.95

Brighter Views Microfiber
Cleaning Cloth
new How many times have you been

Sunshine Polishing Cloth
As beautiful as silver is, it tarnishes, leaving many of us wondering how to properly care for it. According to our resident jewelry expert, the Sunshine Cloth
is the only silver jewelry polishing cloth you will ever need. Even once it turns
black with use, it will still be effective. The cloth is infused with a professional
quality polishing compound and lasts for ages. The non-scratch micro-abrasives work equally well on your fine flatware and silver jewelry that shouldn’t be
dipped. It can also be used on gold, brass, copper, and bronze. (5.25" long)
B40195 $7.95
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Crazy Plant Lady Trinket Dish
new Everyone needs a little something like this by their bedside, and the
artwork on this trinket dish will brighten your day. The calming little scene of
a smiling cat among house plants is the perfect place for your rings, coins,
or keys. (3.75" by 4.5")
B43643 $12.95

out and about and wished you had one
of these handy? A microfiber cloth is such
a simple yet useful tool to have on hand.
Pop this in your purse, and you'll never
have to suffer through smudged lenses,
screens, or jewelry again! (6" by 7")
B43553 $8.95

.

Beaded Crystal Glasses Holder
new Keep your frames close with this stylish beaded cord. Slip them

on the antique-finished ring when not in use, and they'll always be in
reach when you need them. Bonus: Enjoy the healing properties of the
Rose Crystal Quartz or the Turquoise Aquamarine, all while adding an
artistic flair to your outfit! (24" long)
rose
turquoise
B43550 $18.95
888-481-6745
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DE T OX

Cleanse your life of negative energies.

b

a

.

Healing Crystals
new Is there somewhere in your home that could do with a boost of pos-

e

itive energy? These carefully selected crystals could be just the thing to provide your space with an infusion of healing and clarity. Choose from a rose
quartz heart that carries a soft energy of compassion and unconditional love
anywhere in your home, an amethyst point that carries tranquility that might
bring peace to your nighttime routine in your bedroom or a crystal quartz
point that can attract positivity and good health for your kitchen! (approx. 3")
B43745 Singular Crystal
$34.95
B43759 Set of 3 healing Crystals $89.95

f
d

c

You can't help but feel relaxed when looking at a flickering flame amidst the
zen energy of this praying stone Buddha. Add this stunning tea light holder to your decor and light a candle when you need a little help accessing
your zen side. (8" tall)
B42679 Buddha Tea Light Holder
$26.95
B16742 Beeswax Tea Lights - Set of 6
$9.95

Interested in stones and crystals, but not sure where to start? This neat little box is a great introduction with stones sourced from regions across the
globe for their unique beauty and inspirational properties. The collection
of stones can hold our memories, center our minds, boost our moods, and
even help to revel our true selves. Includes the 7 crystals shown above and
a drawstring bag. (Selenite Crystal charging station sold separately. See description to the left.)
B43417 $29.95

C. Selenite Crystal Charging Station

Mini Meditation Stone Duo
This Meditation stone set contains
one small clear quartz and one
small amethyst cluster that has
been hand-selected to bring you
both tranquil and calming energy. Clear quartz is a master healer
and transmitter of positive energy,
and when paired with the relaxing
and clarifying energy of amethyst,
serenity abounds. Gift box is 2.25"
square and 1.25" tall.
B43416 $11.95

.
D. Essential Crystal Starter Gift Set

Selenite is said to remove negative energy and to stabilize emotions. Experience its cleansing effect while enjoying the warm glow of this unique lamp.
Each of these lamps is made by hollowing out a gypsum crystal and chipping
the naturally cleaved outer surface. Selenite from Morocco, lamp made in
Canada. (8"-9" tall)
B43060 $64.95

Rose Quartz represents love in all of its forms: passionate, friendly, familial &
self-love. Keep an angel on your desk, in your car, in your pocket or give it as a
lovely gift. Comes in an organza bag. (2" tall)
B40592 $14.95

Chakra Healing Stone Gift Set
new This pack of genuine stones aligns and balances the seven chakras

A. Buddha Tea Light Holder

B. Natural Selenite Lamp

Rose Quartz Pocket Angel

of your body. Choose just one or carry all seven to enjoy the healing magic
of the earth. Whether you take along citrine for a little boost in self-esteem,
clear quartz to raise your awareness, or lepidolite to focus your intuition,
you'll have just the charm you need to help you through the challenges of
your day. The set of stones comes in a lovely box with a guide about the
benefits of each stone.
B43809 $19.95

E. Palo Santo Holy Wood

.

The Palo Santo, or Holy Wood, tree is thought to be energetically cleansing.
Its smoke smells of citrus, mint, and pine. Each wood piece can be used numerous times. Our Palo Santo comes from fallen branches, since there is a restriction on cutting the trees. If you are inclined to use herbs for space clearing, you
may prefer this milder alternative to sage. The size and number of wood pieces
varies. (4 - 7 pieces)
B34375 $12.95

Selenite, unlike other crystals, doesn't need to be charged, allowing it to
cleanse, charge, and amplify the crystals you set upon it. This serene SeleF. Sage, Mugwort, and Cedar Variety Pack
nite block makes the perfect display piece all while recharging your crystals.
Enjoy this ancient trio of incense, all sustainably grown and harvested in the
Crystals sold separately. Morocco. (approx. 7" long)
USA. Burn White Sage for its cleansing properties, Mugwort for a restful
B43442 $19.95
night's sleep, and Cedar for a warm and nostalgic aroma. Each smudge stick
is approximately 4" long.
B43405 Sage, Mugwort, and Cedar Variety Pack $17.95
52 isabellacatalog.com 888-481-6745
B42903 Abalone Shell 							
$16.95

Crystals: The Modern Guide to Crystal Healing
Do you want to learn more about crystals and the millions of years of the
Earth's history and wisdom that are held within them? This book is an ideal
place to start. It features practical information on 51 of the most common
crystals and guides you through harnessing their powers. Disconnect with
the digital world and reconnect with your spiritual self.
B43476 $14.95

Palo Santo Smudge Spray
new Cleanse your space with this smokeless form of

Wildcrafted White Sage Smudge Stick
Burning sage, or smudging, is thought to clear negative energy and has
long been considered a sacred ritual by many Native Americans. Our white
sage has a pleasant, woodsy scent and is sustainable harvested in the USA
with 10% of profits donated to defending the wilderness. (8.5" long)
B17176 Wildcrafted White Sage Smudge Stick $12.95
B42903 Abalone Shell 							
$16.95

palo santo. Meaning "holy wood," the vivid and concentrated aroma from burning incense has an ancient history of spiritual purifying. Wherever you choose to spray
it, walk away assured that negative energy clears out as
tranquility moves in. This unique smudge spray is blended in quartz-infused, pH balanced water to amplify Palo
Santo's natural properties. (4 oz)
B43664 $36.95

888-481-6745
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Hamsa Incense Holder
new Hamsas are symbols

back

.

of protection in all religions that have them.
On the bottom of this beautifully decorated palm, you'll find a small hole for
holding a stick of incense. You could also place a cone of incense directly on
the holder as the metal will protect any surface you might place it on. (5" long)
B43579 $14.95

Abundance Salt Lamp Bowl
Create healthier air and add a sense of calm to any room. The bowl is
carved from one large salt crystal, then filled with salt crystal rocks that emit
negative ions when heated. 15-watt bulb is included. (6" diam x 7" tall)
B30101 $39.95

Nag Champa Incense Sticks
Nag Champa is a beloved incense enjoyed by millions worldwide. Allow its
earthy, hand-rolled blend to soothe your soul. We're pleased to offer you the
original and authentic Satya Sai Baba Nag Champa. Box of 30 sticks. Each
stick burns for about 45 min.
B40839 $9.95

Rainbow Water Prism
Made of fine glass bevels which provide a harmonious balance of light, this
beautiful Rainbow Water Prism is handcrafted by a small family business in
Wisconsin. To use, simply fill with distilled water and hang in a sunny window. Enjoy watching the rainbows dance around the room. Comes boxed,
ready to gift. Bring a ray of sunshine to someone's day! (5" tall)
B43072 $29.95

Serenity Hand Waterfall Incense Burner

.

Organic Incense Sticks
new Made with 96% organic

ingredients we are happy to offer these
gift worthy packages of incense to you! Choose from woodsy White Sage,
classic Champa, earthy Sandalwood, heavenly Jasmine, sweet Frankincense
or floral Rose.
B43581 $4.95

find more online at isabellacatalog.com
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Display this piece to help balance the
energies in your space and promote positive energy. It's artfully constructed with seven stones representing the seven chakras. This vibrant
wall-hanging features red jasper, tiger eye, orange calcite, amazonite,
sodalite, amethyst, and clear quartz. (24" long)
B43705 $37.95

.

Loving Heart String
new Hang a beautiful reminder that love is the answer to every ques-

Using incense cones (included), this waterfall burner is named for the mesmerizing effect that is created as the smoke is channeled down the stem of
the lotus blossom to pool around the Serenity Hand. The Lotus represents
rejuvenation while the Serenity Hand represents divine guidance and peacefulness, making this a powerful yet serene piece with unmistakable beauty.
Each burner comes with 60 cones in various scents and colors. (6" Tall)
B43261 $24.95

tion! Glass beads separate colorful flowered hearts. (5 feet long with a
loop at the top for hanging)
B43750 $29.95

Heart Salt Lamp

.

Good Luck Pocket Buddha
new A beautiful piece for any crystal

or Buddha collector, this little statue is
designed to bring comfort and harmony
to your home. It's made of green aventurine, which is also thought to attract luck,
abundance and success. (1.5" tall)
B43443 $17.95

.

Crystal Chakra Chain
new More than just decor!

.

Festive Positivity Elephants
new Hang this colorful elephant garland made with up-cycled sari fabric

anywhere you need a little joy! Handmade with fair trade practices by
women in India. (45" long)
B43739 $32.95

With its convenient USB cable, this heartshaped salt lamp plugs directly into your
computer to provide a soothing glow on
your desk white the negative ions counteract the radiation from your computer
screen. Plus, it adds a bit of beauty to
your everyday tasks. (3.5" tall)
B43437 Heart Salt Lamp $18.95
B43605 USB Wall Adapter $7.95
888-481-6745
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inspired living

EVE RY DAY
RE MINDERS
Bring inspiration to your day with tokens to give you a little extra
strength or cards to set an intention and help keep you on track.

inspired living

The Lord is My
Shepherd Token
Keep this token as a reminder
of trust. The Lord, who watches over us with love, will guide
us to fulfill all of our needs. The
front reads, The Lord is My
Shepherd, and the back says, I
Shall Not Want. The token,in an
organza bag, makes a touching gift encouraging all to find
peace in our hearts.
B43231 $7.95

Share your heart with God. Keep this
token close as a reminder of your
faith.In the shape of the cross the token features an intricate heart detail
on the front, and the words Turn To
Me With All Your Heart on the back.
Brush your thumb over the hearts
as a reminder that He is always with
you. Comes in an organza bag.
B43233 $7.95

Tiffany Holy Spirit Stained Glass Suncatcher

Tiffany Tree of Life Stained Glass in Frame
Hang this unique work of art, The Tree of Life by Louis Comfort Tiffany,
in a sunny window or near natural light and watch as the colors dance and
change. The painted branches stretch heavenward, and the tree symbolizes
eternal life. Each piece is hand painted on cathedral glass using the onecolor-at-a-time method and techniques that date back to the middle ages.
The color is fired into the glass at temperatures above 1000 degrees so your
artwork will never fade. Display this piece of fine art in your home or give it to
a friend as a long-lasting gift. USA. (9.5" by 13")
B43221 $89.95

Louis Comfort Tiffany's life-long study of light culminated in this
powerful window he entitled the Holy Spirit Window. Completed
in about 1895, the window, depicting a dove descending among
the folds of brilliant sunlight, has been carefully reproduced for
us to enjoy at home! Each suncatcher is hand-painted on cathedral glass using the one-color-at-a-time method and techniques
that date back to the middle ages. The color is fired into the glass at
temperatures above 1000 degrees so your artwork will never fade.
Each suncatcher is 6.5" in diameter and comes with a chain for hanging.
B43323 $49.95

back

.

Give it to God Token
new This petite two-tone

Bedside Angel
Place this little angel by your bedside as a
reminder of the loved ones watching over
you from above. It's perfect for your nightstand, but also small enough to travel with
you wherever life takes you. The included
card reads, "Wherever you go, whatever
you do, may your guardian angel watch
over you." Rhodium with 18K Gold-Plate;
and Crystal accents. (2.5" tall)
B42881 $12.95

Turn to Me Token

.

Cross in my Pocket Token
new Keep this pewter token

in your pocket for support and reassurance
through the day. With an intricate cross on one side and the loving message "Do
not be afraid I am with you always." on the other, you and your loved ones will be
reminded that you are never alone. (approx 1" long)
B43397 $7.95

pocket
token is a thoughtful gift to encourage
a struggling friend or family member.
“Give it to God” is a reminder to trust
and surrender as a means to feel peace.
Perfect for keeping in a pocket or purse
for daily inspiration. (1.25" diam)
B43682 $7.95

God is Within Her Token
During hard times share this
token as a reminder of hope.
The front shows an angel looking Heavenward and the back
reads, God is Within Her, She
Shall Not Fall. Day to day life
has its challenges but everything will work out because
God is within us. Share this token with friends and family or
keep for yourself as a reminder.
Comes in an organza bag.
B43232 $7.95

.

My Little Prayer Box
new Sometimes it helps to write a

prayer down and trust that a higher
power will take care of it. This little
ceramic box will remind you to leave
your worries elsewhere and live your
life to the fullest. (2.5" across)
B43633 $12.95

back
Italian Glass Cross Necklace

Beaded Cross Chime
We loved this cheerful cross right away! Hang it in a window so the sun can
light up the colorful beads. Made in India, where a portion of the proceeds
goes to supporting the education of children. (Cross itself is 5.5" tall; 15.5"
from top of loop to bottom of bell)
B43486 $24.95
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Made of Italian glass, the colorful cross pendant is both devotional and lovely. Six sections of ornamented glass give this cross a
charm that is sure to please. The pendant is
approximately 1.25" long and is hung on an
18" satin cord.
B43146 $16.95

.

Remember How Blessed You Are Token
new Sometimes it's helpful to have a tangible reminder of how blessed and

loved we are. This little token is just that and is a perfect gift for someone who
might need a reminder now and then. (1.25" across)
B43394 $7.95

.

Pocket Angel Tokens
new An angel token in your pocket can be the support you need to

handle a challenging situation gracefully. This set of seven allows you to
share these reminders with family and friends. Each angel has its name
inscribed on the back: wisdom, faith, friendship, love, peace, courage and
strength. (each is 1" tall)
B43594 $34.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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inspired living

for the road

magic of the

MOON

take it on the

As summer fades into fall, embrace change and
new opportunities with the phases of the moon.

ROAD

No matter how far you have to go, bring a little
peace and happiness with you!

.

Fair Trade Lunar Dream Catcher
new This beautiful dream catcher features

neatly hand-wrapped sustainably sourced cotton yarn
around hand-shaped metal moon phases carefully
spaced between clear glass and bead accents that
can make rainbows with a little sunshine. A portion
of proceeds helps to send the artisans' children to
school for free, so you can help others achieve their
dreams while ensuring you or your giftee can have
sweet dreams too! (26" long)
B43666 $44.95

Happiness Car Magnet

.

Celestial Chime
new When the wind rustles these chimes, it will be a reminder to always

shoot for the stars! This rustic moon and stars chime will look lovely in
your garden or on your porch. (34" long)
B43541 $44.95

.

Moonlight Matches
new A box of matches

Whether it's a reminder that "Kindness Matters" or that's it's OK to slow
down, and "Be Happy", these nifty car magnets might just be the message you or someone else on the road needs on a tough day. The bright
colors, fun florals, and sweet smiling sloth ensure the message is sent
with love and some humor. (5.75" Diam.)
B43337 Happiness Car Magnet 			 $11.95
B43290 Kindness Matters Car Magnet $11.95

lying on a table isn't
very visually appealing, but this apothecary
jar, on the other hand, adds a little something
special. The bottle is silk-screened with a moon
phase chart and also features a strike-on-bottle design. As a bonus, they're handmade in
the USA. (120 4" matches)
B43665 $32.95

.

Blessed Cross Car Charm
new The Cross is a symbol

of faith, love, protection, and
forgiveness. Bring this charm
along for the ride to remind
you of these qualities. Made of
Jasper, which encourages calmness in stressful situations, and
Aquamarine, which aids in making positive choices. (8.5" long)
B43784 $15.95

Jasmine Air Fresheners for
Car or Home - Set of 2
Spark joy and spread peace while
freshening your car or home with
essential oils. Each package contains
two individuatlly wrapped air fresheners for months of beautiful Jasmine scent. (3.5" diam)
B43287 $8.95

.

Car Tissues
new You'll

.

Mother Mary Protection Key Ring
new Invite blessings, health, peace, and prosperity by carrying this or-

nate medal depicting Our Blessed Mother with your keys. It is the perfect
reminder that you're are blessed, loved, and protected. (1.5" long)
B43692 $29.95

always be prepared
when you have this adorable tissue
holder resting snuggly in your cup
holder. The flowery motif of "Bless
You" brightens up any drive, while
the "Advice from a Happy Sloth"
reminds you to slow down, enjoy the
little things, and relax often! Choice
of one design, set of 3. 7.5" tall.
B43420 Advice from a Happy Sloth
$17.95
B43515 Bless You $17.95

Handcrafted Lunar Keepsake Box
Skillfully carved and inlaid with a moon phase design by artisans in small agricultural villages in Northern India, this sustainably-sourced mango wood
box is perfect for a few of your favorite pieces of jewelry or even crystals.
Traditional woodcarving plays an important role in the economic development of these communities. Fair Trade India. (5.5" in diam.; 2.5" high)
B43450 $32.95

.

Essential Oil Moon Bath
new Explore new aromas in your self-care time with this unique blend of
organic coconut milk pulp, lavender essential oil and all-natural smokey mica.
Add some to your hot bath for a relaxing and luxurious experience as if basking in the moonlight. USA. (9 oz.)
B43459 $29.95
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.

Naturally Inspiring Mug
new Enjoy your morning tea or coffee with

beautiful woodcut-inspired artwork and a
few uplifting words to get you off on the right
foot! Decorated with stars and moons with
the reminder to "Keep Looking Up."
B43727-CL Naturally Inspiring Mug $18.95

.

Handcrafted Ceramic Travel Mug
new Enjoy some unique artwork as a part of your

morning coffee or tea ritual with this hand-crafted
ceramic travel mug made in Virginia. The vibrant
glaze will stand out among a sea of ordinary to-go
cups. The mug comes with a plastic lid that closes fully and a silicone sleeve for heat protection.
It's even dishwasher and microwave safe. (20 oz)
B43619 $44.95

.

Pop-up Trash Bin
new Keep your car free of clutter

and add a pop of color with this cute
and practical trash bin, an essential for
any road trip! The nylon straps have
snaps for easy attaching and storage,
making it a great on the go trash bin.
(8.5" tall)
B43421 $14.95

888-481-6745
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meaningful jewelry

inspirational gifts

I N SPIR AT I O NAL
gifts

thinking of you.

.

.

Heart Upon Heart Bracelet
new A string of hematite beads

is a gentle and beautiful reminder
that we are all connected and that you matter. A portion of proceeds
goes to Community Helpline, which gives support to those who have
lost hope. (adjustable to 9.5" diam.)
B43587 $39.95

Special Reminder Bracelet
new This simple cuff bracelet with

Kindness Bracelet

B43523-WISE

The word kind is encoded in Morse Code using silver as the dots and
black as the dashes. As you wear this bracelet, know you are never alone—
we are all connected by the common thread of love. Share this bracelet
with someone you know or don’t know as a tangible act of kindness.
Handwoven. Silver and black tone beads. Medal made in Italy. Adjustable.

a token is the perfect gift for a new
graduate! Choose from a heart to
remind her that she's always loved or a little owl, so she remembers that she
has the knowledge she needs within her!
Owl

$14.95

B43523-LOVED Heart $14.95

.

Convertible Hail Mary Prayer Wrap
new With the discreet nature of this coded wrap, you can keep the comfort of

B43352 $19.95

the Hail Mary Prayer close to your heart in a very unique way. The prayer is depicted in Morse Code using blue crystals as dots and silver beads as dashes. (Model
photographed wearing as necklace and bracelet. 40" long with a 2" extender)
B43691 $54.95

Earth Bracelet
Each of the Earth bracelets 7 individual strands represents an aspect of creation:
earth, sun, stars, water, plants & animals, people and the love that connects all.
They are handmade in Guatemala by women who have completed a business
program, providing them with a steady income that improves their standard
of living and supports their community. Waxed cord is woven and knotted by
hand using different techniques and accent beads. Each strand has either a button and loop or sliding knot closure. Wear all 7 strands together or individually.
Or spread the love and give one away to a friend. (7" diam.)
B26255 $42.95

.

Blessing Bracelet for a Cure
new Wear this handwoven bracelet on your wrist to remind yourself

Reason to Dance Plaque

Breathe Bracelet

A reminder to let loose and be yourself, no matter what each day brings!
After all, "Life is short and there will always be dirty dishes so let's dance."
(3.25" across)
B43504 $12.95

It's amazing what a deep, intentional breath can do for your mood. This blessing
bracelet is the perfect reminder of that. Run your fingers along the delicate chain,
grasp the benedictine medal, and breathe, linking that breath to God. It's delicate, simple and goes with everything. Wear it every day as your new signature
piece. Adjustable from 6.5" to 8"
B42023 $32.95

that God has given you a mission to make the world a better place and
that you can choose to fulfill that mission by using your hands to do
good. A percentage of proceeds are donated to City of Hope Breast
Cancer Research. Adjustable. One Size Fits Most.
B43272 Blessing Bracelet for a Cure 		
$34.95
B32860 Benedictine Blessing Bracelet - Original in Black $34.95

She Believed She Could Plaque
When I was a little girl, my mother told me,
"You can do anything if you put your mind to it."
Hang this plaque and let it be a reminder that you
can do it! Handmade in Wisconsin with a unique
etched and painted design this ceramic tile makes
a great, inspirational gift for your friends, mother,
daughter or granddaughter. (6" tall)
B43209 $24.95
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Protection Bracelet
Butterfly Pin - Assorted
When you need a little extra encouragement, add this stunning pin to your
outfit. It will serve as a reminder of inner strength. As the display card says,
"Your wings already exist. All you have to do is fly!" This pin also makes a meaningful gift for a graduate or birthday girl. The 18K gold finish and crystal accents
make it extra special. Colors vary; we'll choose for you. (1" across)
B42830 $9.95

.

You Rock Stone
new Gift this cheerful stone to anyone who needs to be reminded of their

awesomeness! Between 1.5" to 2" wide.
B43551 $6.95

Handwoven with love and prayers in the small pilgrimage town of Medjugorje, Bosnia wear this bracelet and invite Archangel Michael, the
leader of heavenly armies, to surround you with his wings of protection. The beautifully made adjustable bracelet fits most wrist sizes and
comes on a card that includes the Prayer of Protection.
B43057 $34.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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inspirational gifts

soothing sounds

.

Rainbow Bridge Picture Frame
new The unconditional love our pets

give us makes losing them
unbearably hard. Whether you're grieving for a dog or a cat, this frame
holds the possibility that in some magical place at some magical time,
you and your furry companion will meet again. (holds a 4" by 6" photo)
B43532 $24.95

.

You Are Special - Wooden Picture Frame
new Keep a precious memory in this sweet wooden picture frame. It's perfect

for a snapshot from a family camping trip, a hike, a day on the water, or anything
that brings you joy. The message on the frame reads, "How cool is it that the
same God that created oceans and mountains and galaxies looked at you and
thought the world needed one of you too." Holds a 4" by 6" photo. (9.5" across)
B43521 $24.95

Boom Bowl
Simply place your cell phone into this acoustically designed
ceramic bowl and you'll be amazed by the incredible sound
difference it makes! Sound is amplified by +15 decibels,
without batteries or power of any kind! Compatible with
most cell phones as well as most mini smart home devices.
It's portable so you can bring it outside when your next party
moves from the kitchen to the patio. (5" diam.)
B43181 Boom Bowl
$16.95
B43654 Chalk Markers $12.95
white

blue teal

Josef Gabriel Rheinberger Motets,
Masses and Hymns
new Full-bodied choral music winds its way

.

Memorial Picture Frame
"Little I knew that morning, God was going to call your name…" This
tasteful picture frame, inscribed with heartfelt prose, will remind you that
your loved ones are always nearby. This makes a thoughtful gift for a friend
or family member who has recently lost someone. "Broken Chain" poem
by Ron Tranmer. Frame measures 8.5" x 7" and holds a 5" x 3.5" photo.
B40862 $31.95

Always in Our Hearts Picture Frame
Honor and remember a loved one by
placing their photo in this elegant frame
with Celtic designs. A very pale green
accented with gold and a built-in stand
for placing on a shelf or dresser. A beautiful way to remember always. Holds a 4"
by 6" photo. (8.75" across)
B43395 $29.95

Saving a Spot for You Ornament
Hang this ornament as a reminder of someone who
is no longer with you. Some of us will have an empty chair at our dinner table this holiday season. That
first holiday without a loved one is always the hardest. This ornament honors the special place that person still holds in your heart and mind, even though
they're physically no longer here. (3" tall)
B36387 $14.95
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Just Keep Swimming Bracelet
Featuring an antiqued silver-plated chain and three labradorite beads, this
bracelet offers an uplifting message. The words "Just Keep Swimming" are
hand-stamped on the silver alloy charm. What better mantra to keep in mind
when times are rough? Friends of all ages can use this gentle reminder from
time to time. (7.5" long)
B35842 $39.95

through your sound system on this recording
of motets, masses, and hymns. Josef Gabriel
Rheinberger was one of nineteenth-century
Germany's most gifted teachers and composers. This curated selection will stand boldly in
your music library and beg to be played on repeat for listening delight. (74 min. playing time)
B43842 $16.95

Pewter Serenity Prayer Plaque
To carry what is only ours to carry and to surrender the rest to God is a challenge all people face.
Hang the plaque as a reminder to yourself or give
it to a friend. This pewter plaque is both simple and
elegant. Made in Canada. (4.75" by 2.5")
B43103 $29.95

In carefully timed 5-minute tracks, Niall offers you
an hour of healing music to help wash away negativity and increase the harmony in your day. The lilting flute is accompanied by keyboards, guitar, and
healing bowls against the background of soothing
nature sounds. Allow the energy of water to refresh and cleanse your mind. (60 min. playing time)
B42993 $16.95

Tibetan Healing Sounds

Sting's refreshing take on the typical Christmas album showcases a celebration of winter
rather than a focus on the holidays. In the style
of 17th century Britain, the collection of carols
and lullabies spans the centuries and results
in a haunting, spiritual, and reflective musical
journey. Be transported to another time and
place, with simple instrumentation and beautiful melodies! (53 min. playing time)
B41814 $22.95

The resonating sounds and harmonic vibrations
of the Tibetan bowls featured on this CD will expand your awareness and bring you to a state of
relaxation. Perfect for sleep, meditation, therapy
and more, this recording will balance your chakras
and promote self-healing. (60 min. playing time)
B42683 $16.95

Enjoy these ethereal celebrations of Christmas
songs. Each is carefully pieced together for a
unique listening experience. These angelic versions of songs you know so well will warm your
heart all season long. (70 min. playing time)
B43106 $18.95

chalkboard
black

Niall Reiki River Healing Music

Sting: If On A Winter's Night

Christmas Prayers

stone

Palestrina
Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina, known through
the centuries as “prince and father of music,”
wrote music of unsurpassed beauty. Here his
works are sung by a superb 40 voice choir.
Close your eyes and you’ll think you’re in heaven. (74 min. playing time)
B41822 $16.95
888-481-6745
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pets

pets

the place for

PE TS

Unique products for all of your furry friends

Hot Cat Toy
A catnip-loving kitty favorite! The secret is the certified organically
grown, high-quality catnip leaf and flower. It has four connected
cotton links, like a 15" strand of sausages, filled with catnip that
cats find very enticing. If your cat is a catnip fan, she’ll love the Hot
Cat toy. Fabric colors vary. Made in the USA.
B1855 $12.95

rosé

Handcrafted Felted Toy - Set of 3

Merlot Dog Toy

Cat's Nip Cat Toy

Does your dog go wild for an empty water bottle? This is the perfect toy!
Place an empty bottle in the fuzzy wine bottle covering, and let your dog go
to town. It even includes a squeaky cap, so you can make any bottle a squeaky
toy! (11" long)
B43447 Merlot Dog Toy $9.95
B43601 Rosé Dog Toy $9.95

Share a happy hour with your furry friend. These "bottles" are a canvas fabric filled with US-grown premium catnip. Choice of Red or White. (7" long)
B43036-RED Red		 $8.95
B43036-WHT White $8.95

Cats just can't resist these 100% wool pet toys. Handcrafted with Himalayan sheep's wool, these toys are loaded with lanolin oil, which
attracts cats with a scent that reminds them of their mother. Each 3"
fish or 5" snake is made with love by women in Nepal using non-toxic dyes and sustainable practices. Set of three, colors may vary.
Choice of Fish or Snakes.
B42448 Fish
$12.95
B42753 Snakes $12.95

Wiggly Wand Cat Toy
Plan a quality play date with your cat! This cat toy has a telescoping handle so you
can control the wiggle worm, which mimics "live" prey. Your cat will find it irresistible! Designed by a feline veterinarian and made in the USA. Colors vary—we'll
choose for you! (15" long - telescopes to 39" long)
B43373 $14.95

.

Avocado Dog Toy
new Avocados bring

ombre

us joy!
Now this adorable smiling version
can bring your dog some joy as well.
This plush toy has two squeakers that
your pup will go wild for. (8" tall)
B43603 $8.95

Small Space Odor Remover
These should be mandatory for anyone with a litterbox! Remove unwanted odor with natural, activated charcoal. Use the included velcro
system to stick one of these mess-free pouches wherever you'd like
freshening power and odors are trapped in the millions of micropores
inside. Easily unstick it and put it in the sunlight once in a while to recharge! Natural and Non-Toxic. (5" long)
B43285 $12.95

cream

Sumbody Carpet Powder

Dog & Cat Lovers Magnets
Sometimes you just have to laugh! These amusing magnets will speak directly to
the pet lover in your life! Handcrafted in the USA. (1.75" by 2.5")
B43281 Dog Lovers Magnet $9.95
B43282 Cat Lovers Magnet $9.95
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Hide and Sneak Cat Toy Tunnel
Does your cat play with paper bags? If so, then this tunnel is their dream
come true! It can be used as a kitty playground for entertainment and
exercise or as a safe, cozy place to get away from it all for a nap! Designed
and handmade by veterinarians in USA! Collapses for easy storage. (almost 3' long when in use)
B43372 $16.95

It may seem counterintuitive that sprinkling a rug
or carpet with a powder containing kaolin clay
and diatomaceous would clean it, but this carpet powder really works! The powder adheres
to older dirt and grime and allows the vacuum
cleaner to sweep it away. Leaves behind a fresh
clean scent! (4 oz)
B36371 $18.95

Felted Cat Cave
Handcrafted with Himalayan wool and loaded with natural lanolin oil, this cat bed
will be irresistible to your furry friend. The scent of lanolin oil attracts cats, so they'll
be cuddled up for hours. These beds are made with love by women in Nepal using
sustainable practices and non-toxic dyes. Your purchase supports these Nepali
artisans, their families and their communities. (22" across)
B42447 Ombre $69.95
B42752 Cream		 $69.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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for the birds

for the birds

FLOCK
to fall

Show your appreciation for the smallest of singers with
feeders, birdhouses, and bird-inspired decor.

.

Little Bluebird of Happiness
new We all need a little help with our happy disposition from time to time.

Keep this little bluebird on hand for when you're feeling down, and pass it along
to loved ones when you sense they need a little extra something to smile about.
Each bird comes with an artist's story card and a place for you to write a special
note of encouragement. (2" tall)
B43695 $24.95

Robin's Wildlife Nest
Robins prefer open style nest boxes that are easy to access but are also
tucked away from predators. The base of this nest has a low partition separating the entrance from the nesting space, which is protected from rain by a
water-shedding roof. Use the included wire to attach the nest onto a hedge
or climbing ivy. Your robin friends will thank you for providing them with the
perfect home! (10" long)
B43433 $24.95

.

Sweet Swing Feeder for Love Birds
new The image of a porch swing conjures up a certain zen simplicity that

Recycled Garden Bell

we all strive for from time to time. Watching birds can have a similar effect.
Why not combine the two! This adorable wooden bird feeder is perfect for
small birds and will make for some fabulous photo opportunities. (10" long)
B43588 Sweet Swing Feeder for Love Birds
$39.95
B34021C 6oz Birdseed Bag 					
$2.95

Invite this playful bird onto your patio or into your home. Made of recycled
metal with a bell that will chime in the breeze, her color will add a touch of
joy wherever she hangs! (bird is 5.5" long, hanging is 16" tall)
B43430 $24.95

.

Hummingbird Window & Screen Magnet
new Enjoy a unique and vibrant piece of

three-dimensional art.
This two-part magnetic bird will attach through any screen or single page
window. Artist Lori Seibert was inspired by the idea of birds being spiritual messengers. It's made with outdoor paint, so you can place it anywhere
you fancy. (3" long)
B43642 $16.95

.

Ceramic Blue Bird Feeder
new Provide your birds a modern feeder finished with a rich peacock blue

glaze. Bird food stays dry, thanks to small drainage holes in the bowl. Easy to
hang using its natural jute cord. ( 5.5" tall)
B43392 $21.95

.

Hand-Felted Butterfly Garden Birdhouse
new This birdhouse is multipurpose! It's beautiful

.

Birds With Bells Wind Chime
new Your whole family will love having the "Birds with Bells" mobile wind

chime in your garden. This rustic looking garden ornament features birds
sitting on a tree branch with bells hanging down. Add some simple style
to your backyard or garden. Measures: 12" x 1.5" x 13" Made from metal
B43539 $14.95

Polish Pottery Bird
A charming piece of Polish pottery to add to
your decor! This little bird will look sweet on
a bathroom counter, a kitchen windowsill,
or a side table. The botanical design is a
happy flourish to her round form. (3" long)
B42961 $21.95
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as a decor piece indoors but is totally functional as a
proper birdhouse outside! Handmade in Fair Trade of
felted sheep wool, which is water repellant and naturally durable. The opening is just the right size chickadees, nuthatches, and wrens, and you can enlarge the
hole a little yourself to accommodate bluebirds and
tree swallows! (9.5" tall, not uncluding hanger)
B43573 $39.95

Good Luck Birdseed Bag
Handcrafted and made entirely in the USA, this birdseed gift bag makes the perfect heartfelt gesture.
The quote on the cotton tote reads, "Birds have
long been a symbol of good luck and protection. So
on your special day, to ensure good fortune in the
year ahead, spread birdseed on your doorstep for
luck in the coming year." With the charming original artwork, it is surely a gift to cherish. The gift kit
includes cotton tote, and a bag filled with birdseed.
B43200 $9.95

.

Animal Friends Mini Calendar
new Sourced from sustainably managed forests and recycled materials,
these eco-minded calendars will do more than just help you to keep track
of your days. We’ve featured our calendar of Feathered Friends here,
but we didn’t forget our cat and dog lovers—find Feline and Pooch mini
calendars online! 7" x 7" (7" x 14" open)
B43811 $7.95

.

Happy Bluebird Watering Can
new Not only is this bluebird a rustic and vibrant piece of art, but it's also a

funtional watering can that will brighten your day as you tend to your plants.
The unique metal work holds 3.5 cups of water.
B43572 $38.95
888-481-6745 isabellacatalog.com
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avocado's BEST
FRIEND , pgs. 64–65
GIVE THANKS FOR FAMILY AND FRIENDS! PGS. 6–8

.

Avocado Recipe Book
new Avocados are everywhere,

and this collection of recipes will ensure you have plenty of ways of using
them. You'll be inspired to include avocados into every part of your meal,
even dessert! (48 pages)
B43748 $14.95

Avocado Hugger - Set of 2
Keep your avocado halves fresh longer with this easy to use kitchen gadget. Simply slip the remaining portion into the sleeve and the unique pit
pocket can be pushed in or out depending on which side you're saving.
The set includes two sizes to ensure you can save all avocados big and small!
Small (4.5" long), Large (5.25" long)
B43107 $13.95

.

Flexible Avocado Slicer
new What a smart way to slice

up everyone's favorite snack! Whether
you're preparing your avocado for guacamole, toast, salad, or just to enjoy
plain, you'll be glad you have this tool. It works on any size avocado, and with
one simple swoop, you'll have perfect slices!
B43562 $9.95

.

Mini Handy Masher
new Take kitchen prep

into your
own hands! Blend dips and spreads or
smash vegetables into home-cooked
goodness by the spoonful. Perfect for
making guacamole! Patented clog-free
diamond-shaped cutting blades with an
ergonomic, non-slip handle. (4" tall)
B43799 $16.95

FLAT RATE

Everything But The Avocado Toast Seasoning
Make your favorite breakfast even tastier with this delicious blend. Sprinkle
a bit of this savory seasoning on your avocado toast and enjoy the enhanced flavor. The blend features a garlic-y, zesty taste with just the right
amount of spice. The versatile seasoning also works great on all sorts of
favorites from seafood, fresh veggies, to eggs. Handcrafted in the USA
with natural, non-GMO ingredients. (2.0 oz.)
B43385 $10.95

shipping $9.95!
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